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Doing the Right Thing
by Penny McCoy
Executive Director
Program Director
pmccoy@prwa.com
“The measure of a man's real character
is what he would do if he knew he never would be
found out.”
~Thomas Babington Macaulay
Once again, I got a call this week about a
utility under investigation by the FBI. I get these
kinds of calls more frequently than you might think
and each time I have the same thought. “Why did
they think they wouldn’t get caught, what was the
deciding factor in their lives that made it okay?”
False test documents, embezzlement of
monies, misappropriated funds, embellished time
sheets, drug induced employees coming to work
and even signing someone else’s name to a training
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sign-in sheet are just some of the things that have
been brought to our attention in the last couple of
months.
Many of these occurrences are considered to
be a punishable crime. Signing a false DMR report
is a Federal crime, depending on the way funds are
taken, especially if it is from a government agency
can also be a federal crime. Signing someone else’s
name to a sign-in sheet can result in the loss of your
operator’s license.
Don’t get me wrong, the percentage of
employees that do these things is probably less than
½ of a percent, but when the ½ of a percent gets
caught, it makes everyone associated with the utility
in trouble look bad.
So, why do these things happen so often? I
know times are tough and making a good living in
this industry can be a challenge but is it so bad that a
few years in jail is a better option?
Maybe the guilty parties should consider the
answer to the question, “What would my mother
say?” Possibly it wouldn’t happen so often.
On a side note: I would like to invite the
wastewater operator who sent me the letter about
my last article to write an article
on their opinion of PA At Will
Employment. PRWA will be
glad to publish it in our next
magazine.
1-800-653-PRWA
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Our Future Looks Bright
by Joseph Falcone
Executive Director
Chief Financial Officer
jfalcone@prwa.com
Mark Twain once said, “There are two times
in a man’s life when he should not speculate: when he
can’t afford it, and when he can.” With that being said,
our association recently purchased our office space in
Bellefonte, PA. After renting our offices for 19 years,
we purchased both buildings from our landlord last
month. We bought the buildings with cash that we
have saved month by month over the last ten years.
This brings special meaning to our upcoming 25th
Anniversary because we remember the contributions
that every member has made to this association over
that time, and we celebrate a future without ever
having to pay rent or a mortgage again. We now have
a real home for our association that is bought and
paid for. This gives us a better ability to weather hard
times, more money left over to buy more equipment or
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fund more programs, and a feeling that on our 25th
Anniversary we have grown up and are ready to take
on the next challenge that comes our way.
I would like to thank everyone who has
supported us over the years through your PRWA
membership, participation in PRWA training classes
and Annual Conferences, or generous donations.
Your support has made 2012 a momentous year for
our association. Just this year, we went over the 1,000
system member mark, had the largest conference
in our association’s history, and became landlords
instead of tenants. I couldn’t be more encouraged by
the state of our association and I am hopeful for the
future.
Happy Anniversary,

3
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What’s On Tap?
by Chris Shutt
Membership Circuit Rider
clshutt@prwa.com
Now that the conference is over, it is time to
think about your I&I problems. As of this writing it
hasn’t rained significantly for a long time and there
wasn’t any snow to talk about across most of the state.
Looks like we could be heading for a drought season!
But let’s talk about the dry weather, which means dry
ground. Dry means it is time for smoke testing. The
dryer the better. Remember that the use of equipment
is a benefit of membership. I will come out and get you
started with smoking your system, and if we are not done
by the end of the day, I will leave the equipment with
you so you can finish on your own. There is no charge
other than the liquid smoke which we sell back to you
for what we pay for it ($65.00/gallon). So call me and we
will talk.
Finally, we are getting our new camera system.
No more push pull the camera. Now we will just drive
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it up the pipe. We can tilt and pan as well as zoom 40
to 1. Other features include 360o camera vision and
recording. We will do up to 1000 feet a trip and we won’t
do entire systems. There will be a charge for the camera
and my time, and maybe a contract to sign. This service
is available only to members at a special price. One more
thing: the lines need to be cleaned before I get there.
Everything should be ready by the middle of summer.
If you don’t work on and fix your I&I now then
don’t come crying to me about having to get something
done NOW. You have the perfect opportunity right now
to start. Don’t get washed out! Get it done!
Well ‘til next time, remember, “Be proud of what
you do and do it well!”
P.S. Did you know that
Groundwater can take a human
lifetime just to traverse a mile.

1-800-653-PRWA
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Tips for a Drought
by Dave Muzzy
Chief Staff Officer
Water Circuit Rider
dmuzzy@prwa.com
Drought. Well, you all know it is going to
happen sooner or later. As Benjamin Franklin said,
“An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.”
So save yourself some major headaches down
the road. Now is the time to start educating your
customers. Teach them ways to conserve water.
Have you thought about putting some basic
tips in a community newsletter or even on the water
bills of some simple ways to save water AND save
money? It doesn’t even need to be lengthy. A few
short sentences will be fine. Just let them know that
if every customer cuts out a just a few gallons a day,
it will add up. Below are a few tips you can pass
along to your customers. If you’d like this article
e-mailed to you so you can re-print it, call 800-6537792 x 105 or e-mail prwa@prwa.com to request a
copy.

•Sweep down decks, sidewalks, steps, and driveways
instead of hosing them down.
•Water the lawn only when needed. If grass does not
spring back after walking on it, it probably needs
watered.
•Use bath water to water plants.
In the Bathroom
•Take short showers instead of baths. Showers use
an average of 5 to 7 gallons per minute, three times
less than the water used to take a bath.
•Install a low-flow showerhead. This will cut water
use in the shower to just three gallons per minute
and still provide an invigorating flow.

Taking Water Conservation Outdoors
•Mow your lawn with water retention in mind. Set
mower blades on a high setting: 2-3 inch grass
length as opposed to golf-course short, to provide
natural ground shade and promote water retention
by the soil.
•Water the lawn and garden in the morning when
evaporation is lowest.
•Water no more than 1 inch per week, applied slowly
to prevent runoff. Place several empty cans around
the yard when watering to determine how long it
will take to water 1 inch.
•Collect rainwater for watering plants using a barrel
covered with a screen.
•Plant indigenous species suited to your area and
save as much as 54% of the water used to care for
outdoor plants. Ask your local nursery for plant
and grass species that require less water.
•When washing your car, turn off the hose between
rinses to save up to 150 gallons per washing.
6
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•Turn off the faucet when you brush your teeth and
use a glass of water for rinsing after brushing.
Turning off the water when you brush your teeth
can save 4 gallons of water each time.
•When shaving, use a sink filled with rinse water. Do
not let the faucet flow. Filling the sink to shave uses
only one gallon, while letting the water run can use
10 gallons per shave or more.
•If the shower has a single hand control or shut
off valve, turn off the flow while soaping or
shampooing.
•Refrigerate a bottle (environmentally friendly, of
course!) of drinking water instead of letting a faucet
flow until the water is cold enough to drink.
•If you wash dishes by hand, do not leave the faucet
flowing for rinsing. Instead, use a dish rack and
spray device to rinse them. If you have two sinks,
fill one with soapy water and one with rinse water.
•Fill the sink with water to pre-rinse dishes before
putting them in the dishwasher.
•Repair leaky toilets to save more than 50 gallons
of water per day. Add 12 drops of food coloring
into the tank. If color appears in the bowl one hour
later, the unit is leaking.

WWW.PRWA.COM

•Install a toilet displacement device to save
thousands of gallons of water per year or 5 to 7
gallons per flush. Place one to three weighted
plastic jugs into the tank, making sure the jugs don’t
interfere with the flushing mechanism or a suitable
flow. Or, instead of jugs, use toilet dams that hold
back a reservoir of water during each flush, saving
1 to 2 gallons. Don’t use bricks because they can
chip and break the flushing mechanism.
•When buying a new toilet, select a low-flush model
that uses less than 1-1½ gallons of water to flush,
saving over 7,000 gallons per year per person.
These are all simple and economic ideas to
follow. It doesn’t even have to be just for drought
contingency. These ideas are good for everyone,
everywhere, every day. We must take care of our
water supply if we want it to take care of us.

7
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Feature Wastewater System: Towanda
Municipal Wastewater
Treatment Facility

The Towanda Municipal Wastewater
Treatment Facility is located along the Susquehanna
River in Towanda, Bradford County. It is a regional
plant that serves 5 municipalities. The facility
provides wastewater treatment for approximately
3,300 equivalent dwelling units. It treats 675,000
gallons per day and the plant is rated for 1.16 million
gallons per day. The plant began operation in 1954
and has had three major upgrades. The most recent
in 2008 to meet new discharge limits in nitrogen
and phosphorus as well as other improvements.
The manager of the facility is Fred Johnson. The
lead operator is Shane Walker with Phil Wood also
helping to operate the plant as a skilled laborer.
The Towanda Municipal Wastewater
Treatment Facility is an extended aeration system.
Some of the upgrades are:
-An automated screening unit on the influent to
remove large debris
-A geothermal unit on the influent to utilize the
temperature of the influent for heating and
cooling control of the main control building.
-Two PDF (Positive Displacement Fan) blowers with
variable speed to reduce energy consumption and
provide more flexibility and control of air levels
-An anoxic zone was utilized prior to extended
aeration
Towanda discharges its effluent into the
Susquehanna River. The effluent is disinfected with
8

a new Ultra Violet (UV) that replaced a chlorine
contact tank.
The plant is also now able to accept holding
tank waters (non-process) from gas well sites (low
solids gray water from sinks, bathrooms, etc.). This
provides extra revenue for the operations.
Towanda utilizes a centrifuge to get their
sludge cake higher in solids (averaging around 33
%). This has resulted in less landfill costs as with
the higher dewatering of the sludge cake, there is
less liquid being transported to landfill.
Another piece of new equipment Towanda
uses is an ATAD (Auto-Thermic Aerated Digester).
There were only about fifty units of this type in
North America at the time it was installed and one

Towanda Aeration (One of Two)
1-800-653-PRWA
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Above:
The solids
centrifuge at
the Towanda
WWTP.

Septage
reception
area: round
tank is
the septic
receiver;
the building
houses
the muffin
monster.

Towanda
muffin
monster for
septage.

Right:
Sludge after
centrifuging.
of the first ones on the East Coast. Towanda is
pleased with the way the ATAD operates. The solids
are sent through a thickener prior to entering the
ATAD. The ATAD operates in the range of 140-165
degrees Fahrenheit. The heat is generated by the
bacteria as the wastes are broken down.
Because of the ATAD, Towanda is able to
accept septage from septic tanks and businesses,
including Fats, Oils, and Greases from restaurants.
This provides extra revenue and also helps the ATAD
work more effectively by giving more food to the
micro-organisms. The septage is delivered to a
reception area where it will be manually pumped to
the ATAD at specific rates, depending on the septage
contents.
The vapors from the ATAD (mainly ammonia
compounds) are sent to a scrubber unit. It is then
vented through a media of lava rock and tree root
mulch to remove odor from the vapors.
The upgrades to the plant should allow
Towanda to meet its discharge permits while
providing some much needed revenue to the plant
for operations.
The
sludge
thickener
at the
Towanda
WWTP.
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Towanda
Scrubber
unit

Towanda
vapor
media filter

The
Towanda
Municipal
Wastewater
Treatment
Facility uses
UV for its’
disinfection
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Critter Encounters at Wastewater Plants
by Mark Gregory
Wastewater Training Technician
mgregory@prwa.com
I don’t think I’m alone when I say that I
have had some interesting encounters with animals
(critters) through the years working in the wastewater
treatment field. I would like to share some of
these with you. If you have any interesting “critter
encounters” that you would like to share please send
them to my e-mail address or blog.
One industrial plant I worked at had several
open lagoons. Some froze over in the winter while
some had enough heat that they stayed liquid all
year round. One winter a loon landed on one of the
lagoons. By the time we saw him he had become
frozen in the ice.
It took two of us to reach him safely and
we pulled him out of the ice. I picked him up and
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he let out a terrible sound, it surprised me so much
I dropped him to the pavement. I thought he had a
bad injury because he could hardly walk, he just
kind of wobbled back and forward. We put him in
a small heated pump room and contacted the local
game commission. The game warden said that it
was probably not hurt but their legs are so far back
on their bodies that they do have a difficult time
walking! He also said he probably got stuck in the ice
due to the fact that they are like airplanes, they need
a long runway to get airborne! He asked if we had
a lagoon that was ice-free. We did so he suggested
taking him to the lagoon and putting him in it. We
placed him in the lagoon and sure enough, he took off
like a little airplane running along the surface until
he got enough momentum to take off. I learned a lot
about a loon that day…
One nice summer afternoon I went down to
our spill basin to get a sample of the influent stream.
Even when it wasn’t raining we had some I & I that
flowed to the basin so we needed to check the pH to
make sure it was just water. The influent pipe was
in the basin’s bank. We had a walking path that we
would use to go to the end of the pipe and get a clean
sample of the influent. I had done this hundreds of
times and thought nothing of it, but today was a little
different. As I walked to the pipe I was removing
the lid from the sample bottle so I didn’t look up
until I was at the end of the pipe. Just as I reached
forward for a sample I heard what sounded like a
cat hissing…. I looked up to see a two foot diameter
snapping turtle about three feet inside the pipe! It was
the turtle making the hissing sound. I had disturbed
his “cooling off” time in the pipe. It was lucky for
me that he was as surprised as I was...I quickly got
my sample and left him alone.
Another plant I worked at had two huge
anaerobic lagoons that were covered. The covers
captured the methane gas that was produced so
that it could be re-used in the boiler. We checked
the lagoons each day to make sure there were no

1-800-653-PRWA
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problems. One spring day I discovered a fawn on
one of the covers. It was small enough to have gone
under the fence that surrounds the lagoons. It was
early morning so there was a layer of dew on the
covers. This made them extremely slippery to walk
on. The fawn could not get enough traction to get
himself off the cover. He looked like he had been
trying for quite a while. I went back to the WWTP
office to get the other operator to give me a hand
getting the little guy off the cover. I stepped down on
the cover and grabbed the fawn in front of his front
legs and behind his back legs and picked him up. He
was tired so he didn’t struggle too much but he sure
was hollering for his mother!! With my hands full of
fawn I discovered that I could not get out of the basin
either, it was just too slippery and I could not use my
hands. I got over to the edge of the basin as close
as I could and the other operator grabbed my elbow
area and gave me just enough pull to make it over the
edge of the basin. I set the fawn down and he took
off as soon as his feet hit the ground. We watched
him go under the fence and monitored the area for the
rest of the day to make sure he didn’t wander back in
again!!
Our sludge holding basin was ground level
and about fourteen feet deep. The basin had posts and
three strands of rope around the entire outside (like
a fence). There was about eight feet of solids in the
basin. It was near a road where tractor trailers would
come in to load and unload. Sometimes the truck
drivers had dogs with them. They would let them out
while waiting for their loads to be loaded/unloaded
to get some exercise and/or go to the bathroom.
One day I was working in the WWTP office when
a very distraught truck driver came running into the
office. He had been playing Frisbee with his German
Shepherd when the wind caught the Frisbee and sent
it into the sludge basin. His German Shepherd had
dove right into the basin to retrieve it! The sides of
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the basin were too steep for the dog to get his feet
under him and swimming in the sludge was tiring
him out very fast. We had a rescue team set-up for
emergencies like this but I didn’t think we had time
to assemble it as the truck driver was ready to jump
in after his dog! The driver and I grabbed our safety
ring, safety harness and safety rope and went to the
edge of the basin where the dog was. He insisted
he would put the harness on and go in after the dog.
I made sure he put it on correctly and attached the
safety rope to the harness. I then anchored the rope
on the base of one of the posts that surrounded the
basin. I lowered the driver over the side of the basin.
When he got down to his dog he just picked him up
and I helped pull them both out of the basin. Both
dog and driver were fine but definitely needed to take
a bath as soon as possible!
I’ll stop for now (although there are more…)
but if you enjoyed these stories and/or have your own
that you’d like to share, let me know. We could
always do another article with some more interesting
“critter encounters” at a later date.
Remember, We All Live Downstream…		
					 			
		

Mark
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Act 13 - Unconventional Gas Well
Impact Fee Act, Part I
By: Scott T. Wyland, Esq. 1 , G. Bryan Salzmann,
Esq. and Kurt E. Williams, Esq. of Salzmann Hughes,
P.C.2 and Darren Asper, AICP of Delta Development
Group, Inc.3
Introduction
On February 14, 2012, after years of
speculation, Governor Corbett signed HB 1950 into
law, creating Act 13 of 2012, the “Unconventional
Gas Well Impact Fee Act”, which amends Title 59
(Oil and Gas).
This article is the first in a three part series.
The parts of the series are intended to provide
readers an overview of Act 13 (Part 1); how Act 13
can work for them and their communities (Part 2);
and how to make the most out of Act 13’s provisions
for your municipality or authority (Part 3).
Overview of Act 13
Act 13 provides for the imposition of an
unconventional gas well fee (also called a drilling
impact fee), and the expenditure of the funds
generated by that impact fee for local and state
purposes specifically outlined in the law.
The
Act provides that a fee is levied annually on each
unconventional gas well, defined as bore holes
drilled for the purpose of production of natural gas
which penetrates a shale formation below the Elk
Sandstone or equivalent level where natural gas
can only be extracted in economic flow rates by
using hydraulic fracturing or multilateral well bore
techniques. This also means that each hole on a
pad is counted separately for purposes of the fee.
1

Scott T. Wyland, Esq. serves as Solicitor to PRWA
Attorneys Wyland, Salzmann and Williams with Salzmann
Hughes, P.C., regularly practice in the areas of municipal
water and wastewater permitting, project management and
financing. Salzmann Hughes, P.C. has offices in Harrisburg,
Carlisle, Chambersburg and Waynesboro and represents over
thirty municipalities and authorities. For more information on
the firm, please visit: www.SalzmannHughes.com
3
Darren J. Asper, AICP is a Senior Vice President with Delta
Development Group, Inc. (Delta) and leads the Community
and Economic Development Practice. Delta has offices in
Mechanicsburg and Pittsburgh and serves municipalities and
counties throughout Pennsylvania. For more information on
the firm, please visit: www.Deltaone.com
2
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Distribution of the Impact Fee
Under Act 13, the Pennsylvania Public
Utility Commission (PUC) administers the collection
and disbursement of the fee. The Act contains a
mechanism as to how the fees shall be distributed.
A significant portion of the fees generated will be
used to cover the local impacts of drilling while
several state agencies will also receive funding for a
variety of other purposes. Before any of the impact
fees are distributed locally, certain state agencies
receive set funding levels (which are to be increased
by the Consumer Price Index after 2014) as follows:
		
		
		

After the distributions to certain state
agencies are made, 60% of the remaining impact
fee will be paid to local counties and municipalities
and 40% to various statewide initiatives. The 60%
distributed to counties and municipalities further
breaks down as follows:
• 36% to counties with spud wells: # wells in
county / total wells in state
• 37% to municipalities: # wells in
municipality / total wells in state
• 27% to municipalities: # wells in county / total
wells in state
• 50% to municipality with wells / contiguous /
5 miles of well
• ½ by municipality: municipal population /
population of all eligible municipalities in county
• ½ by highway mileage in municipality / total
highway mileage of all eligible municipalities in
county
• 50% to each municipality in county
• ½ by municipality population / population of
county
• ½ by highway mileage in municipality / total
highway mileage in county
1-800-653-PRWA
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Note that “total highway mileage” is the number of
miles of public roads eligible for liquid fuels funds.
The 40% allocated to statewide initiatives
further breaks down as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Water and Sewer Projects – 25%
50% to Pa Infrastructure Investment Authority
50% to H20 Program – 1st and 2nd class counties
eligible
Recreation / Conservation Initiatives - 15%
Based on County Population
Min $25,000 / County
DCED / Hazardous Sites Cleanup Fund – 5%
2011 to 2013 – DECD for oil, natural gas,
chemical project
2014 - Hazardous Sites Cleanup Fund

The law specifically provides for the
imposition of an unconventional well fee by county
(or alternatively, municipalities compelling the
imposition of an unconventional well fee). A county
may impose the fee if unconventional gas wells are
located within its borders and it passes an ordinance
within 60 days of the effective date of the act. A
county (or alternatively a municipality) with a spud
well that does not pass an ordinance imposing a
fee shall be prohibited from receiving certain funds
under Act 13. This prohibition shall remain in effect
until a county passes an ordinance imposing a fee.
The county and municipal portion of the
distributed fee is subject to certain restrictions.
The distribution limit set by Act 13 for counties
and municipalities is the greater of: $500,000 (CPI
adjusted) OR 50% of total budget for prior fiscal
year (whichever is greater). In addition, Act 13
distributions to counties and municipalities can only
be spent on “eligible” activities, specified in the Act.
Finally, counties and municipalities that
receive Act 13 distributions must comply with
WWW.PRWA.COM

certain reporting requirements which include
reporting annually to the PUC and on their county/
municipal website, the amount and use of the
public funds.
Any undistributed Act 13 impact fees
otherwise due to a county or municipality are
to be paid into the Housing Affordability and
Rehabilitation Enhancement Fund (Act 105 of 2010)
to increase availability of housing for low-income
and moderate income persons, persons with
disabilities, and elderly persons in counties with
producing wells.
Environmental Provisions
Chapter 32 of Act 13 provides for, among
other things, well permitting and regulation,
including setbacks, location restrictions, water
management and protection of water supplies.
Permits are administered by DEP.
Notice of well applications is to be furnished
to host and potentially impacted municipalities, and
water purveyors, among others, and municipalities
may present comments, which “may” be considered
by DEP.
Other provisions in the subchapter include
well capping, orphaned wells, abandoned wells,
rebuttable presumptions on pollution, chemical
disclosures, the relationship with coal operators,
bonding, emissions, and others.
In terms of general environmental
provisions, Act 13 provides municipalities in the
Marcellus Shale region environmental guidance
through:
• Increasing the mandatory setbacks of natural gas
wells from 200 feet to 500 feet from occupied
structures and water wells and 1,000 feet from
public drinking water sources;
• Increasing the mandatory setback of a natural
gas well from 100 feet to 300 feet from a spring
or other body of water and prohibiting natural
gas wells within 300 feet of any wetland that is
at least one acre;
• Increasing the distance and duration of the
rebuttable presumption for contamination of
public and private water supplies from 1,000
feet for six months to 2,500 feet for 12 months;
• Requiring DEP to weigh the impact of a proposed
Continued on following page...
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well on public resources, including parks, rivers,
and public drinking water supplies;
• Allowing municipal participation in well permit
application process by commenting on local
conditions or circumstances that the state
Department of Environmental Protection should
consider when rendering its decisions; and
• Require drillers to provide a 24-hour notice to
the municipality prior to the start of drilling;
Additionally, operators must furnish plans
and comply with the municipality’s erosion and
sedimentation control plans during drilling, and
properly restore the well site within nine months of
completion to meet the requirements of The Clean
Streams law.
Local Ordinances4
Generally, Act 13 requires that all local
ordinances must allow for the reasonable
development of oil and gas resources. This part
of the Act applies to all municipalities in the
Commonwealth. The Act implements this general
requirement by statutory provisions that supersede
local zoning ordinances to the extent they deny the
reasonable development of oil and gas resources.
Act 13 requires that oil and gas operations
(except impoundment areas, compressor stations,
and processing plants), must be a permitted use
in all zoning districts provided that in residential
districts, the well pad is at least 300 feet, and
the wellhead is at least 500 feet, from an existing
building.
“Oil and Gas Operations” as defined in
Act 13 includes activities relating to construction,
drilling, pipelines, compressor stations, and
4
On April 11, 2012, in Robinson Township, et. al., v.
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, et. al., No. 284 M.D. 2012,
the Commonwealth Court issued an preliminary injunction to
enjoin the effective date of Section 3309(b) of Act 13 (“A local
government that has enacted a local ordinance relating to oil
and gas operations prior to the effective date of this chapter
shall have 120 days from the effective date of this chapter
to review and amend an ordinance in order to comply with
this chapter.”) to allow municipalities to “[h]ave an adequate
opportunity to pass zoning laws that comply with Act 13
without fear or risk that development of oil and gas operations
under Act 13 will be inconsistent with later validly passed local
zoning ordinances.” The Court agreed with Petitioners that
120 days was not sufficient time to allow for amendments
of local ordinances. A copy of the Order can be viewed at:
http://salzmannhughes.com/783/
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processing plants. Compressor stations must be
allowed as permitted uses in all agricultural and
industrial zoning districts and as conditional uses
in all other zones if: located at least 750 feet from
nearest existing building or 200 feet from the
nearest lot line (whichever is greatest unless waived
by owner of nearest building or adjoining lot); and
the noise level at the nearest property line does not
exceed 60dbA or the federally mandated standard
(whichever is less). Finally, processing plants must
be a permitted use only in industrial zoning districts
and as conditional uses only in agricultural zoning
districts, provided that they are located at least 750
feet from nearest existing building or 200 feet from
the nearest lot line, (whichever is greatest unless
waived by owner of nearest building or adjoining
lot) and the noise level at the nearest property line
does not exceed 60dbA or the federally mandated
standard (whichever is less).
Counties and municipalities without spud
wells do not have to enact the ordinances required
under Act 13, but they will not be eligible to receive
certain funds under Act 13 unless they do so.
Municipalities or operators can take
advantage of a review process conducted by the
PUC to determine whether ordinances allow for the
reasonable development of oil and gas. The PUC
has 120 days to offer an advisory opinion whether
the ordinance violates the MPC or Chapters 32 &
33 of the Act. Should the PUC, Commonwealth
Court or the Supreme Court determine that a
local ordinance fails to provide for the reasonable
development of oil and gas activities, the local
government is ineligible to receive funds collected
through the fee and remains ineligible until the local
government adopts a local ordinance in accordance
with the provisions of the law or court order.
In terms of non-location related ordinances,
in general, municipalities may continue to impose
conditions on the height, screening, fencing,
lighting, and noise of permanent oil and gas
operations that are the same as those imposed on
other industrial uses or other land development
within the same zoning district.
Preview of Part 2
In the next article of this series, we will
explain how counties and municipalities can
estimate the possible revenue from Act 13, clarify
on what types of projects Act 13 fees may be spent,
and suggest ways to prioritize uses for Act 13 fees.
1-800-653-PRWA
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7
6.5
32

6/14/2012 Understanding Pilot Operated Diaphragm Control Valves

6/14/2012 HACH - Practical Methods for Testing Water

6/18-6/21

6
6
6
5
5
4
3

5.5
6
6
6
32

6/20/2012 Wastewater Microbiology

6/21/2012 Principles of Line Locating and Leak Detection

6/21/2012 Troubleshooting & Optimizing Ponds and Lagoons

6/21/2012 Ice Pigging and Sustainable Solutions for WQ in Distribution

6/26/2012 Securing Water and Wastewater Facilities

6/26/2012 Automatic control valve operation, troubleshooting and maintenance

6/26/2012 Liquid Chemical Feed Math

6/27/2012 Hands-on Wastewater Microscope Lab

6/28/2012 Inflow & Infiltration Toolbox

7/11/2012 Wastewater Jar Testing

7/12/2012 Reducing Unaccounted for Water

7/16-7/20

6
6.5
6.5

7/18/2012 Wastewater Microbiology

7/18/2012 HACH - Groundwater Rule Monitoring

7/19/2012 HACH - Simplified Methods for Nutrient Testing

7/18/7/20

6.5

22

ASSE Backflow Prevention Assembly Testers Re-Certification

7/18/2012 Flow Measurement Methods and Principles

11.5

Chemical Addition Math 2 Day: 7/17 AND 7/24

5

7/17/2012 Ice Pigging and Sustainable Solutions for WQ in Distribution

7/17 & 7/24

7

7/17/2012 HACH - Basic Laboratory Skills

ASSE Backflow Prevention Assembly Testers Certification

5

6/19/2012 Ice Pigging and Sustainable Solutions for WQ in Distribution

OSHA Safety Training: 4 DAYS

7

6/13/2012 Understanding Pilot Operated Diaphragm Control Valves

6

Troubleshooting & Optimizing Ponds and Lagoons

6/7/2012

6

7

Collection System Workshop

6/7/2012

6/13/2012 HACH - Process Instrument Verification

6

Calculating Chemical Dosages

6/6/2012

7

4.5

Maintaining Water System Efficiency with Meter Accuracy Testing & Acoustic
Montitoring Techniques

6/6/2012

6/12/2012 HACH - Basic Laboratory Skills

4.5

Hours

Maintaining Water System Efficiency with Meter Accuracy Testing & Acoustic
Montitoring Techniques

Training

6/5/2012

Date

Both

Water

WW

Both

Both

Both

Water

Both

Both

Water

WW

Water

WW

Both

Water

Both

Water

WW

Water

WW

Water

Both

Both

Water

Water

Both

Both

Both

Both

Both

Water

Water

W-WW

Chris Shutt

Kurt McFadden

Lewisburg, Union County

Lewisburg, Union County

Berks County

Reading, Berks County

New Stanton, Westmoreland

Hillsville, Lawrence County

State College, Centre County

Lewisburg, Union County

New Stanton, Westmoreland

Jefferson County area

Rouseville, Venango County

Honeybrook, Berks County

Hawley, Pike County

Bellefonte, Centre County

Stroudsburg, Monroe County

Towanda, Bradford County

Wyoming County

HACH Technical Trainer

HACH Technical Trainer

Kurt McFadden

LRM/Endress and Houser

Ralph Yanora

Joel Jordan

Russ Brown, Utility Svcs.

HACH

Ralph Yanora

Chris Shutt

Kurt McFadden

Chris Shutt

Michael Gerardi

Joel Jordan

Aqua Dynamics / Cla-Val

Dave Muzzy

Russ Brown, Utility Svcs.

$165

$165

$70

$70

$660

$130

$70

$165

$860

$70

$70

$70

$165

$35

$70

$75

$70

$70

$70

$70

$70

$795

Ralphy Yanora
Russ Brown - Utility Svcs.

$165

$70

$70

$165

$165

$70

$70

$70

$70

$70

Member
Price

HACH

Eric Galosi, Exeter Supply

Eric Galosi, Exeter Supply

HACH

HACH

Mark Gregory

Exeter Supply

Kurt McFadden

LB Water & Others

LB Water & Others

Trainer

Greensburg, Westmoreland Cnty Mark Gregory

Berlin, Somerset County

Blairsville, Indiana County

Hazleton, Luzerne County

Pittston, Luzerne County

Washington, Washington County

Reading, Berks County

Reading, Berks County

Washington, Washington County

Washington, Washington County

Tunkhannock, Wyoming County

Lock Haven, Clinton County

Bedford, Bedford County

Ephrata, Lancaster County

Selinsgrove, Snyder County

Location

$200

$200

$100

$100

$690

$170

$100

$200

$895

$100

$100

$100

$200

$35

$100

$100

$100

$100

$100

$100

$100

$795

$200

$100

$100

$200

$200

$100

$100

$100

$100

$100

NonMember

PRWA TRAINING SCHEDULE: VISIT WWW.PRWA.COM FOR LATEST UPDATES

6
3.5
6.5

7/25/2012 21st Century Principles of Water/Wastewwater Hypochlorite Disinfection
and De-chlorination

7/26/2012 3 Stooges of Water/Wastewater

Flow Measurement Methods and Principals - Hands-On Version

Chemical Addition Math 2 Day

Securing Water and Wastewater Facilities

Calculating Chemical Dosages

Collection System Workshop

Wastewater Bacteria / Wastewater Pathogens

Fundamental Principles of Small Ground Water System Operations

HACH - Basic Laboratory Skills for Water and Wastewater

Securing Water and Wastewater Facilities

21st Century Principles of Water/Wastewater Hypochlorite Disinfection and
De-chlorination

Flow Measurement Methods and Principles, Hands On

3 Stooges of Water/Wastewater

HACH - Practical Methods for Water Testing

Inflow and Infiltration Toolbox

Ice Pigging and Sustainable Solutions for WQ in Distribution

Wastewater Microbiology

Troubleshooting the Activated Sludge Process

Reducing Unaccounted for Water

Ice Pigging and Sustainable Solutions for WQ in Distribution

Securing Water and Wastewater Facilities

Troubleshooting & Optimizing Ponds and Lagoons

Mueller Training Van - Hands-On Distribution Tools

Wastewater Microbiology

Mueller Training Van - Hands-On Distribution Tools

August

August

8/1/12

8/8/12

8/9/12

8/13/12

8/14/12

8/14/12

8/14/12

8/15/12

8/15/12

8/16/12

8/16/12

8/16/12

8/21/12

8/22/12

8/23/12

8/23/12

8/23/12

8/28/12

8/30/12

9/5/12

9/5/12

9/7/12

Water

WW

Water

WW

Both

Water

Water

WW

WW

Water

WW

Both

Both

Both

Both

Both

Both

Water

WW

WW

Both

Both

Both

Both

Both

Both

Williamsport, Lycoming County

Midland, Beaver County

Bradford, McKean County

Venango County

Sharon/Mercer County

Southeast PA - TBA

Blossburg/Tioga County

Indiana County

Palmerton/Northampton County

Dauphin County

Jefferson County

Erie, Erie County

Pittsburgh Area

Chalfont, Bucks County

Westmoreland County

Montgomery County

Erie County

Pittsburgh Area

Lancaster County

Manheim/Lancaster County

Kane/McKean County

Meadville/Crawford County

Southwest PA

Chalfont, Bucks County

Mercer, Mercer County

Mercer, Mercery County

Hawley, Pike County

Mercer, Mercer County

Altoona area, Blair County

Lewistown, Snyder County

Mueller Training Team

Kurt McFadden

Mueller Training Team

Mark Gregory

Glenn Cowles

Russ Brown - Utility Svcs.

Chris Shutt

Mark Gregory

Kurt McFadden

Russ Brown - Utility Svcs.

Chris Shutt

HACH Technical Trainer

Mike Harrington,
USA BlueBook

Kevin Lavelle/Andy Morgan

Mike Harrington,
USA BlueBook

Dave Muzzy

HACH

Mike Harrington,
USA BlueBook

Michael Gerardi

Chris Shutt

Kurt McFadden

Glenn Cowles

Joel Jordan

LRM / Endress+Hauser

Mike Harrington,
USA BlueBook

Mike Harrington,
USA BlueBook

Mark Gregory

Mike Harrington,
USA BlueBook

Michael Gerardi

Bob Radwan - Utility Svcs.

$50

$70

$50

$70

$75

$70

$70

$70

$70

$70

$70

$165

$70

$70

$165

$75

$165

$165

$165

$70

$70

$75

$125

$70

$70

$165

$70

$165

$165

$70

$50

$100

$50

$100

$100

$100

$100

$100

$100

$100

$100

$200

$100

$100

$200

$100

$200

$200

$200

$100

$100

$100

$165

$100

$100

$200

$100

$200

$200

$100

$5 EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT on select trainings when you register ONLINE 6 WEEKS IN ADVANCE!

6

6

6

6

5

5

6

6

6

5

6

6.5

3.5

6.5

6

5

7

6

6

7

6

5

11.5

6

7/24/2012 Troubleshooting & Optimizing Ponds and Lagoons

WW

Water

6

7/24/2012 Fundamental Principles of Small Ground Water System Operations

Water
WW

5

7/23/2012 Settleability Problems & Loss of Solids / Activated Sludge: Filamentous Organisms 6

7/19/2012 Ice Pigging and Sustainable Solutions for WQ in Distribution
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Upcoming Deadlines
by Glenn Cowles
Water Circuit Rider
gcowles@prwa.com
Just a few reminders of regulations we need
to be aware of in the upcoming months. Small
water systems of less than 100 people will need to
comply with the Ground Water Rule this fall, as
operators we will need to receive the new required
security training to keep our licenses intact, and the
Annual Drinking Water Quality Reports (Consumer
Confidence Reports) are once again due.
Ground Water Rule
In 2009, Pennsylvania’s Chapter 109
Safe Drinking Water regulations were revised to
incorporate the federal Groundwater Rule. A key
component of these revisions requires that all

18

community water systems (CWSs) maintain at least
4-log treatment of viruses for each entry point served
by groundwater sources.
Pennsylvania’s Groundwater Rule requires
all community water systems to provide 4-log
treatment of viruses prior to the first customer for
each of their groundwater sources and demonstrate
to the PA Department of Environmental Protection
that they are capable of such treatment. Systems
serving 500 people or more must have demonstrated
their treatment efficacy to the Department of
Environmental Protection by now and systems
serving a population of less than 100 people must
submit the necessary paperwork demonstrating 4-log
treatment by October 1, 2012 and begin the approved
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Congratulations Ashley, NRWA Scholarship Recipient!
		
Susan & Glenn Cowles, a Circuit Rider at Pennsylvania Rural Water
Association, are the proud parents of Ashley Cowles who has been awarded a
National Rural Water Association Scholarship. The scholarship is a one-year
scholarship valued at $2,000, which is awarded to the children and step-children of
the Rural Water staff across the nation. Scholarship recipients are selected by the
NRWA Scholarship Committee, based on the applicant’s academic record, awards,
honors, leadership, activities and content of a 250-word essay.
Ashley is a senior at Cranberry Junior/Senior High School in Seneca, PA. She is
ranked fourth in her class with a grade point average of 4.0. She has followed the
Honors & Advanced Placement course of study during high school.
		
Ashley was inducted into National Honor Society in her sophomore year.
During high school, she has also been a member of science club, Fellowship of
Christian Athletes, choral club, track, soccer, and volleyball. Ashley was the vice president of her junior class as
well as vice president of her senior class and also the vice president and president of choral club.
		
Ashley’s involvement in church activities has been very strong as well. She worked with the youth
on different projects such as 30 Hour Famine, yard maintenance/clean-up, church camp fundraising, Christmas
gifts for the needy and dinners at the church. She has also participated doing mission work with the Appalachian
Service Project and Hosanna Industries and has worked Bible School and Rake & Run activities for those in need.
In the summer of 2011, Ashley was nominated and awarded the honor of Oil Heritage Queen in Oil City’s
annual festival. The winner is crowned based on academic record, honors, leadership, activities, an interview and
knowledge of the local community. Through this honor, she has been introduced to many activities throughout
her home area including a volunteer awards dinner, a political forum and a young entrepreneur award ceremony.
Ashley will attend Kent State University in the fall where she will major in Communications and she has
received the Trustee, President and University Scholarships from Kent because of her academic excellence.

Congratulations
Ashley Cowles!

4-log treatment by April 1, 3013. The documents and
instructions can be found on the PA DEP website
at:
http://www.portal.state.pa.us/portal/server.
pt?open=514&objID=553898&mode=2
After receiving approval for operation of a
4-log disinfection system, community systems are
required to monitor daily, record the free chlorine
residual and the time of day when the grab sample
was collected, or when the free chlorine residual was
lowest (for systems that continuously monitor and
record free chlorine residuals), and to electronically
report the daily free chlorine readings (and the time
of each day) using the Drinking Water Electronic
Reporting (DWELR) system (due by the
10th of the following month).
New Required Security Training
The Pennsylvania Water & Wastewater
Systems Operators’ Certification Act mandates that
the standards for certification, recertification and
renewal of certification shall include training related
to the security of water and wastewater systems.
All certified operators must complete the
DEP’s system security course called “Securing
WWW.PRWA.COM

Drinking Water and Wastewater Facilities” by the
end of the operator’s first full cycle that begins
after 9/18/2010. For example, if your cycle begins
on 10/1/2010, you need to complete the security
course by 9/30/2013. If you haven’t renewed your
operator’s license by this point you will receive more
information with your renewal.
The training is being made available in
three formats: Web-based (Course ID 2954),
correspondence (Course ID 2953), and classroom
(Course ID 2952). These are the only courses that
fulfill the requirement. You only need to take one
of the versions. The classroom and correspondence
versions are worth five contact hours. The webbased version is only available from EarthWise
Academy on the PA DEP website and is worth three
and a half contact hours. In addition to fulfilling
the security requirement, the hours count towards
your continuing education requirements. You may
take the course before your next full cycle to fulfill
the security course requirement. However, the
continuing education hours will only count in your
Continued on following page...
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...continued from previous page.
current cycle. You only have to take the security
course once for the life of your license, but you may
repeat it in subsequent cycles to receive continuing
education credit. More information can be found on
the PA DEP website at: http://www.depweb.state.
pa.us/portal/server.pt/community/education___
training/10530
Watch the PRWA training schedule as we are
trying to get to everybody throughout the state to
help operators meet this requirement.
Annual Drinking Water Quality Reports
(Consumer Confidence Reports)
You must deliver a copy of your 2010
Consumer Confidence Report (CCR) to each of your
customers and to DEP on or before July 1, 2012
and community water systems serving 100,000 or
more people must post their current year’s report to a
publicly-accessible site on the Internet. Additionally
you must certify that the annual CCR has been
distributed to customers and that the information
contained in the report is correct and consistent
with the compliance monitoring data previously
submitted to the Department. This certification must
be delivered to the DEP on or before October 1,
2012.
All community water systems will eventually
be required to report their entry point minimum
residual disinfectant level. Consequently, DEP
has added a new definition of “Minimum Residual
Disinfectant Level” and a new table “Entry Point
Disinfectant Residual” to the CCR templates.
In case you missed it last year, all community
water systems must include a short informational
statement about lead in drinking water and its effects
on children in the annual CCR, beginning with the
2009 CCR. This statement is required in every CCR
regardless of whether lead is detected in the water,
and must include the following information:
“If present, elevated levels of lead can cause
serious health problems, especially for pregnant
women and young children. Lead in drinking
water is primarily from materials and components
associated with service lines and home plumbing.
(NAME OF UTILITY) is responsible for providing
high quality drinking water, but cannot control the
variety of materials used in plumbing components.
When your water has been sitting for several hours,
20

you can minimize the potential for lead exposure by
flushing your tap for 30 seconds to 2 minutes before
using water for drinking or cooking. If you are
concerned about lead in your water, you may wish
to have your water tested. Information on lead in
drinking water, testing methods, and steps you can
take to minimize exposure is available from the Safe
Drinking Water Hotline or at http://www.epa.gov/
safewater/lead.”
All the Templates, The CCR Handbook,
Certification Form, Completeness Form, and link
to the DEP Website for the necessary Detection
Data can be found on the PA DEP Website at http://
www.portal.state.pa.us/portal/server.pt/community/
public_drinking_water/10549/consumer_confidence_
reports/553926monies
Keep an eye on S.1578 and H.R.1340 also
known as the End Unnecessary Costs Caused by
Report Mailing Act of 2011- 112th Congress (2011 2012) , These bills may change the way you deliver
your CCR to your customers in the future saving all
of our water systems
substantial monies in
mailing costs.
1-800-653-PRWA
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Successful Test Taking Tips
by Kurt McFadden
Wastewater Training Technician
kmcfadden@prwa.com
Hello all, I hope everyone is planning to
have a great summer. We have been very busy here
at Pennsylvania Rural Water. As I do more training
and talk with more people sitting for the certification
exam I realize there are as many ways to prepare
to take a test as there are people taking the exam. I
spent a few hours researching different methods to
successfully study for and take an exam. I would like
share a few of these tips with you.
Since the certification exam is multiple choice,
that is the method of testing we will discuss. Multiple
choice exams are often considered easier than other
types of exams because the correct answer is in front
of you and you can always guess and take a chance of
getting the correct answer. This being said there are
also more of the wrong answers than correct ones and
the odds are not in your favor to guess.
Space your study time out over 2 hour increments:
Research has proven that cramming is not the
best way to prepare for an exam. The human mind
retains information best in small increments, so try
to study in short period’s right up to the day before
the exam and avoid the last minute cramming which
most often is unsuccessful.
Do not put unnecessary pressure on yourself to get
a perfect score:
Anxiety before a test is normal and sometimes
a good thing. Most of us work the best under a certain

WWW.PRWA.COM

amount of pressure. However do not put unrealistic
expectations on your self to ACE the test. Try to relax
and get a good night sleep the night before the exam
and save the celebration until after the test!
Pace yourself and keep an eye on the clock:
Most exams have an adequate time period for
completion. Do not spend too much time on a certain
question and end up running out of time at the end of
the exam. Divide the time of the exam into quarters
and check the clock to make sure you are on pace
to finish in the proper time. Try to leave ten minutes
at the end of the exam to go back and answer any
questions that you had trouble with.
Take a few short breaks during the exam:
Periodically clearing your head during the
exam can help you stay fresh and alert during the
testing period. Remember there are no bonus points
for finishing the exam early, so don’t feel like it is a
race.
What if more than one answer appears to be
correct?
Consider if the answer you picked addresses
the question completely. If it is only partially true it is
probably the wrong answer. If you think the question
is a trick question, think again, you may be reading
too much into it. Most exams are not designed to trick
the test taker but to rather TEST your knowledge. If
you are truly stumped by a question try imagining
each answer is true and rule out the ones that make
no sense.
I think this information should be helpful
for anyone preparing to take an exam. I welcome
any comments or questions to
kmcfadden@prwa.com. GOOD
LUCK and Best Regards until
next time.
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An Environmental Menace:
Meth Labs Endanger Public Health
by Caigan M. McKenzie, NESC Staff Writer

Article reprinted from Small Flows Magazine, Fall/Winter 2010, Volume 10, Number 1
with permission from the National Environmental Services Center (NESC)
at West Virginia University, (800) 624-8301, www.nesc.wvu.edu
Illegal methamphetamine labs significantly
and lithium (camera batteries). In addition, the
endanger both the public health and the environment
process itself doesn’t require technical knowledge,
because the materials used to make meth are highly
and the recipe and step-by-step instructions are
flammable and explosive, and for each pound of
readily available on the Internet.
meth that is manufactured, five to seven pounds of
Illegal meth labs can be found anywhere,
toxic waste are produced. Typically, the toxic waste
including homes, sheds, barns, motel and hotel
from the production site is dumped into indoor
rooms, campgrounds, parks, and even in car trunks.
plumbing drains that drain into a city sewer system,
However, they are typically found in rural areas
an individual sewage treatment system, or directly
because the telltale odors they produce— smelling
onto the soil; or it’s disposed of into burn or burial
like ammonia, ether, cat urine or rotten eggs—are
pits in backyards or open spaces. It can even be
less likely to be discovered in open areas.
found in suitcases discarded along the sides of roads.
Another reason rural areas make ideal lab
Waste can also collect in plumbing drains and traps,
locations is because farms keep an ample supply of
emitting noxious fumes.
anhydrous ammonia, a nitrogen-based agricultural
fertilizer that drug dealers often use to manufacture
What is meth?
illegal meth.
Methamphetamine (commonly referred
to on the street as meth, speed, chalk, ice, crystal,
Environmental Hazards
crank, and glass) is a synthetic, central nervous
“The primary environmental hazard [of meth
system stimulant in a family of drugs known as
waste] is possible contamination of groundwater
amphetamines. There are two chemical forms of
by VOCs [volatile organic compounds], such as
meth, d-and l-meth. The d form is the potent central
acetone, toluene, and ether, used in the meth cooking
nervous system stimulant that is found in an illegal
process ,” according to the Minnesota Pollution
meth lab. It is a highly addictive drug that can be
Control Agency (MPCA) website.
taken orally (swallowed), inhaled (snorted), smoked
“In limited samplings to date, the MPCA has not yet
or injected. The l form only mildly affects the central
identified levels of concern in groundwater due to
nervous system and is found in over-the-counter
meth lab-related wastes.” However, once the waste
pharmaceutical products.
gets into the soil or groundwater, it can stay there for
years.
Depending on the method of manufacturing,
meth may vary in color from white to brown, pink to
VOCs from meth production, however, may
injure or kill the bacterial growth that provides
red or in various shades of yellow or green. Meth can
come in pill form, powder or chunks. Crystal meth
sewage treatment in a drainfield, requiring costly
specialized remediation by professionals. Signs that
resembles rock candy, or chunks of ice or crystal.
meth waste has entered the septic system includes
One reason for its proliferation is
because hundreds of common, inexpensive, and
strong or unusual odors around the septic tanks such
easily available products and substances can be
as ammonia and vinegar ; an abnormally low or
interchangeably used to produce meth; for instance,
high pH; abnormally high Carbonaceous Biological
Freon (refrigerant), ether (starting fluid for engines),
Oxygen Demand (CBOD) spikes; and wastewater
acetone and toluene (paint thinners), sulfuric acid
tests that are positive for VOCs.
(drain cleaner), pseudoephedrine (cold medicine),
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Case Study in Minnesota
Ryan Brandt, president of EcoCheck, a
Minnesota-based company, discovered a suspected
meth lab at one of the onsite wastewater systems he
operates and maintains. He noticed periodic spikes
of influent CBOD that were 10 times stronger than
typical domestic waste. After the first few spikes,
he began to keep a closer eye on the influent water
quality. Specifically, he kept track of pH. A normal
pH value for this wastewater was 7.0 – 7.5 Standard
Units (SU), but when the CBOD spikes occurred,
the pH dropped to 4.0 – 5.0 SU . Abnormally high
or low pH values have been associated with other
illegal dumpings of meth waste into septic tanks.
Brandt took VOC samples of the influent
entering the wastewater treatment facility.
Compounds identified in the samples that tested
positive for VOCs showed:
• Benzyl Alcohol (used in solvents and paint)
• Phenol (fire hazard, found in urine, disinfectants
and over the counter drugs)
• 4-Methyl phenol
Compounds tentatively identified in the
samples that tested positive for VOCs revealed a
toxic stew, including: 9-Hexadecanoic acid (used in

adhesives), Hexadecanoic acid (used in adhesives),
and Propanoic acid (used in herbicides and in
making alcohol).
In November 2002, Brandt involved the
local deputy sheriff and the regional fire department.
The deputy sheriff knew the backgrounds of most
people in the area, and the fire department had
the equipment to do some preliminary tests on the
wastewater. They tested individual and shared
grinder stations and screened the samples for
VOCs in December and January. For the samples
that tested positive, they performed an analysis
with a mass spectrometer and called in the Drug
Enforcement Administration for assistance.
“During this study, the discharges suddenly
disappeared as a result of the investigation,” Brandt
says. “One final illegal discharge was detected in
April 2002.” To date, Brandt points out, no other
illegal discharges have occurred
“We had to rebuild the entire vertical flow
wetland bed,” Brandt says. “So we took out the rock,
put in a new piping system that had more capacity
to a void a situation like this again. We rebuilt the
dosing lines and put in new rock, and
Continued on the following page...
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...continued from previous page.
it has been functioning fine , even to today. It cost
approximately $20,000 to $30,000 to rebuild it.”
Pierce County, Washington State
“Washington state passed legislation in 2006
that restricted the sale of pseudoephedrine, and it had a
significant effect on reducing the number of ‘mom and
pop’ operations,” says Tony Ohrazda, environmental
health specialist, Tacoma-Pierce County Health
Department, Clandestine Drug Lab Program. In 2005,
before the legislation, Washington state had 532
incidents; in 2008, they had dropped to 137.
“Generally speaking, if law enforcement has
found a meth lab, there is a high probability that the
septic tank will have contaminants in it because nine
times out of 10, the drug manufacturers are dumping
waste down the toilets or sinks,” Ohrazda says.
Washington state doesn’t offer a lot of state guidance;
it’s up to each local health jurisdiction to determine
how to remediate drug labs.
To determine the chemicals used in the
manufacturing process, Ohrazda explains that
the health department reviews the manifest of the
materials law enforcement collected and looks at
what the State Department of Ecology took. Most of
the time, he points out, labs are using the anhydrous
ammonia method. This is the preferred method for
mom and pop labs that make small quantities of meth,
while labs that make larger quantities of meth use the
red phosphor us method. (The red phosphorus method
often generates more side products and impurities that
increase the production hazards .)
“Regardless of which method the drug maker
used, you are dealing with hydrocarbons being
dumped into the septic system and maybe some
metals,” Ohrazda says. “Bacteria that live in the
system eat hydrocarbons, but if the concentration of
chemicals being dumped in the system is too high,
it can kill off the tank. You also have to take into
consideration the quality of the system. For example,
we have found 55-gallon drums full of gravel at meth
labs, so basically what you have is an underground
storage tank that is leaking. Even if you have a system
that operates well but is fairly full, you are still going
to have a problem because the waste will go right out
into the drainfield.”
When a drug lab is found in Pierce County,
the health department requires the property owner to
hire a cleanup contractor to sample the septic tank for
VOCs using U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
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(EPA) method 8260 (VOC Analysis). “We ask that
the sample encompass all layers of the septic tank
because there might be something problematic at the
bottom,” Ohrazda says. “The hydrocarbons float and
the metals sink, so you want an average contaminant
level of the tank. You want to look at a snapshot of
the whole column of water. Regardless of how low the
contaminant level is, the tank must still be pumped.
We want everything out. “If the sample comes back
above our state clean-up standards for soil, then the
property owner must test the drainfield. We treat it the
way we would a hazardous spill.”
The drainfield sample comes from the most
likely point of contamination, which is the first segment
of perforated pipe. The area is excavated to expose the
pipe and then a sample is taken from directly under
neath it, again performing laboratory analysis using
EPA method 8260. “We ask the contractor to define
the vertical and lateral extent of the contamination;
then they have to go through the disposal process of
contaminated soil,” Ohrazda says. “We test the pit left
behind to make sure the sidewalls and bottom are free
of contamination. Usually the waste doesn’t travel
very far, but there are always exceptions.”
Ohrazda explains that it is rare that a drainfield
will be impacted because septic tanks do a good job
of remediating hydrocarbons. Still, he explains, they

are aggressive in Pierce County, so they do require
documentation showing that all the contaminants
have been removed. Once a meth lab is discovered,
the property title is tagged with an order that says
it is unfit for use and no one is allowed on the land;
after an approved remediation, another order called a
“Refit for Reuse” health order is attached to the title.
Both orders remain on the title.
In Pierce County, the cost to pump a tank is
about $350; the cost for obtaining one sample is about
$200, and labor is about $200 because no one wants
to dig in a contaminated area. If you have to look at
the drainfield, you are looking at the additional cost
of excavating and at obtaining between three to five
more samples.
Some Good News
“The Combat Methamphetamine Epidemic
Act, which took effect [nationally] in 2006, put
products that contain the key ingredients behind
the counter at retail stores, limited retail sales, and
regulated the much-abused ‘spot market,’” according
to a speech delivered by Attorney
General Michael B. Mukasey at the National
Methamphetamine Chemicals Initiative Conference
on May 7, 2008. “State legislatures have passed their

own measures to combat meth manufacturing and
to make it more difficult for manufacturers to obtain
precursor ingredients.”
The numbers collected in the U.S. Drug
Enforcement Agency’s National Clandestine
Laboratory Database confirms this reduction of
incidents. In 2005, police seized 12,619 meth labs
across the U.S., but this number has dramatically
decreased to 6,783 meth labs being seized in 2008.
References:
Brandt, Ryan, Tony Ohrazda. Interview with author November
2009.
Kansas Department of Health and Environment. “Kansas
Clandestine Drug Lab Cleanup Program.” 2009. Download at
www.kdheks.gov/methlabs/ml_cleanup.html
Mukasey, Michael B., Attorney General. “Methamphetamine
Chemicals Initiative Conference.” May 7, 2008. Download at
www.justice.gov/archive/ag/speeches/2008/ag-speech-080507.
html
United States Department of Justice. Drug Enforcement
Administration. “Maps of Methamphetamine Lab Incidents.”
2008. Download at www.justice.gov/dea/concern/map_lab_
seizures.html
University of Minnesota Extension Services, Onsite Sewage
Treatment Program. “Methamphetamine and Septic Systems in
Minnesota.” October 2005. Download at
septic.umn.edu/prod/groups/cfans/@pub/@cfans/@ostp/
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(Case study reprinted with permission from the University of
Minnesota, Onsite Sewage Treatment Program.)
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Feature Water System: Martinsburg Municipal Authority

Located near the southern edge of Blair
County in an area known as Morrisons Cove, the
Borough of Martinsburg, Incorporated in 1832,
has the distinction of being the oldest continuously
incorporated borough in the county. Morrisons Cove
had nearly 400 men serve in the Civil War with 2
killed and 10 wounded at Gettysburg and was at
Appomattox for the surrender of General Robert E.
Lee in 1865.
Public water was first supplied to the Borough
from a small brick silo reservoir on Lock Mountain in
1892 with 9,727 feet of 6” pit cast pipe installed as
the main transmission line. A hand drawn fire hose
cart with 500ft of hose was purchased for $85.00
along with 10 fire hydrants which were placed in the
Borough. As the population grew, wells were drilled
in the mid 1940’s to supplement the rising population
and the needs of the Green Giant Cannery located
just west of the borough.
As the need for wastewater disposal became
apparent a .250 mgd wastewater plant was constructed
in 1942 with an expansion in 1966. Additional wells
were drilled in 1967 at which time the nitrate test
levels were found to be 7 ppm. Currently there are
over 25 miles of water main line ranging from 6” to
12” with 108 fire
hydrants. A total of
four wells supply a
population of 2,920
with 122 million
gallons
pumped
yearly. The .5 MG
reservoir was taken
out of service in
1991 when a 56
ft. high 1 million
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gallon welded steel standpipe tank was constructed.
The reservoir is maintained under an emergency use
permit with the volunteer fire company using water
yearly. A Forest Stewardship Plan was implemented
in 2002 for the 287 acre watershed and timber has
been harvested as recommended by the plan. With
the tank location being two miles from the wells,
a radio telemetry system was installed to provide
automatic operation of the wells to maintain the water
level in the tank at the desired level.
In 1995 a new .7 mgd Sequencing Batch
Reactor wastewater treatment plant was put in
service to meet the increasing flow demand and to
meet the nitrate and phosphorus discharge limits
of the Susquehana River Basin. As part of the
wastewater plant construction in an effort to reduce
inflow/infiltration in the collection system, 9,560
ft. of main sewer line was installed. All lateral
lines were replaced to the building wall line of all
structures served. The main lines were run parallel to
the existing lines with the existing lines remaining in
the ground. After cleaning the existing lines, the old
main transmission line that fed the wastewater plant
was cut off to allow discharge into a stream. The
I/I from the old system now runs over .1 mgd of
ground water into the stream instead of entering the
wastewater plant.
In 1996 a radio read water meter replacement
program was implemented which resulted in all of
the systems 1,200 meters being replaced and radio
transmitters installed at each location. All water
meters on the system can be read and downloaded
into the computer system in one day, which allows
the billing to be timely and accurate. A high/low
feature in the computer program allows the Authority
is able to notify customers promptly of any high
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usage which could be a leak and indicates if meters
have slowed or stopped registering.
The first consumer confidence report was
mailed in 1999 which informs all customers of any
contaminants in the public water system, one of
which is nitrate. Over the past 40 years the nitrate
level in the ground water wells has slowly increased
from 7mg/l to 10mg/l. The level on one test spiked to
14 ppm and two system wide public drinking water
notices were required since the levels exceeded the
PA DEP maximum contamination limit of 10 mg/L.
Realizing the trend was increasing and not leveling
or decreasing, The Martinsburg Municipal Authority
took a proactive approach and decided to begin plans
for a nitrate removal plant before the PA DEP required
action. A comprehensive U.S. Geological Survey
study was conducted in 2004 in cooperation with the
Southern Alleghenies Conservancy and the Borough
of Martinsburg to determine the source of the nitrate
in the ground water. Private and public wells in the
area were tested with nitrate levels as high as 36.9
mg/L which is well above the PA DEP maximum
contamination limit of 10 mg/L. The study concluded
that farming practices of using chemical fertilizer
on the soil and the application of manure from the

25,000 dairy cows in Morrisons Cove was the source
of the nitrate. The majority of the underground flow
to the well fields originates from the south where
very high concentration of nitrate was detected.
As a result of the study it was determined
that there was no alternative other than constructing
a nitrate removal system. The Municipal Authority’s
engineer, Lennon, Smith, Souleret Engineering,
Inc. researched several nitrate removal systems
which included reverse osmosis and traditional
ion exchange. The decision was made to choose a
proprietary anionic exchange, Advanced Amberpack
System, manufactured by Layne Christensen Co.
The packed bed ion exchange system has several
advantages compared to the traditional systems
which include low waste rate at 3% of production,
increased treatment efficiency, small footprint, fractal
distribution plate, and recycling of brine solution
which requires only 40% of traditional systems.
Since no units were in operation in Pennsylvania for
community potable water systems and Martinsburg
would be the first to install the Advanced Amberpack
System, PA DEP water supply permitting required
pilot testing. PA DEP also required approval of
the equipment, a performance guarantee, and a
present worth analysis prior to allowing bids to be
awarded. The present worth analysis showed a 20
year operational cost savings of 30% compared to
a traditional ion exchange system due to the use of
less water, salt and electricity. Funding was secured
through a 1.7 million dollar PENNVEST loan and a
1.3 million dollar H2O grant to construct the water
plant, drill two new replacement wells and install
1,200 ft. of 8” water main line.
Since the nitrate plant would be located
in a residential area the building was designed to
resemble
a house
with all
of the
tanks and
equipment
located
inside
the brick
faced structure. A construction contract was
awarded to Kranick Environmental Contractors
Inc. and ground was broken on May 3, 2010. The
plant has a capacity of .7 MGD which will allow

Continued on the following page...
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...continued from the previous page
for expanded flow since the current daily use is .35
MGD. Construction was completed and the plant
was put on line July 21, 2011. Water enters the plant
and first passes through a mechanical drum strainer
which filters out any large particles in the water and
then through a 10 micron bag filter which will only
allow particles that are small enough to pass through
the process filters.
There are four 63
ft.3 process vessel
tanks that are filled
with a positive
charged nitrate
specific Styrene/
Copolymer resin
which attracts the
Process Vessel Tanks
negatively charged
nitrate. Two
vessels will be in
operation at one
time with the other
two on standby.
Each vessel will
regenerate after
.24 mgd of water
passes through the

resin filled vessel. A
17 ft. high fiberglass
tank capable of
holding 36 tons of
salt is used as a brine
saturator. The salt is
used to regenerate
the nitrate resin
17 foot fiberglass tank

through ion exchange
with the chloride ion in
the salt. Unlike a water
softener the sodium ion
is not used in the process
and is passed through
to waste along with the
nitrate. The wastewater is
treated at the wastewater
treatment plant which has
shown no impact from
the discharge. The nitrate
removal plant is currently
operating per design and
is reducing the nitrate to
less than 1 mg/l.

Computer control screen and electric
control panel for Nitrate Removal System
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Chemical Addition Math
by Joel Jordan
Director of Education
jjordan@prwa.com
PRWA ConferenceWrap-Up
Thanks, again to all who helped with the
annual PRWA Conference back at the end of March.
My special thanks to all the Instructors, Moderators
and Cert Exam Study Group Leaders.
It was good to see so many of you in
attendance. If you have feedback, good or bad,
please drop me an e-mail or phone call and let me
know. I find the best feedback I receive on any of
our courses is when someone takes the time to let
me know in person and I sincerely appreciate it.
Chemical Addition Math
I’ve been spending the last few quarters
teaching a 2-day class on Chemical Addition Math
that John McLaughlin developed (retired DEP
Sanitarian, for those of you that don’t know John).
The course spends considerable time utilizing
the DEP Liquid Chemical Feed Diagram. This
Diagram was utilized in corrosion control chemical
feed training back in the late 1990s. At that time,
many systems that had no experience feeding
chemicals (or only experience feeding chlorine)
and had exceedances under the Lead/Copper Rule.
This resulted in those systems being required to add
additional chemicals to the water to make it less
aggressive (or, coat the pipes to keep the Lead and
Copper from leaching out). The Diagram took the
often confusing math involved in chemical feed and
put it in an organized fashion that many operators
found easier to understand.
After that 1990s training was completed, the
Diagram that was utilized in the class fell into the
dustbin and I hadn’t seen it in about 10 years until
John approached me about building a class around
it. (Although, I understand that a copy of it is still
included with the Formulas/Conversions helpsheet on the Certification Exam and a few other
Instructors out there review it on occasion.)
I’ve included a copy of the Diagram on
page 31 with an example of how it can be utilized
to solve a problem. Please, take a few minutes to
WWW.PRWA.COM

look it over. You can see how the Diagram helps
you identify the unknown, identify what data you
need and convert between Metric and English. The
numbers shown are just made up in the example.
But, all of this data can be gathered from a normal
treatment plant (flow meters, jar tests, MSDS
sheets, etc).
Of course, there isn’t enough room here to
explain all the ins-and-outs of how to use this tool.
(That is why it is offered as a 2-day class.) But,
hopefully, it makes enough sense that you can
see it as another method for solving these types
of problems. Or, if it doesn’t make sense, maybe
I’ll see you in a future Chemical Addition Math
class!?!?
Notes on solving.
The key to the Diagram is that you need to
have 3 of the 4 following items to solve for the
Unknown.
- Chemical Product Strength (in lbs/gal 		
or gm/mL)
- Product Feed (in gal/hr or mL/min)
- Plant Flow (in gal/min or L/min)
- Dry Chemical Dosage (in lbs/gal or mg/L)
(Note: you may need to do some conversions
to get the units above. For example, maybe you
have Plant Flow in MGD (Million Gallons/Day).
If so, you would need to convert it to gal/min
(gpm) before you could use it in the Diagram)
And, you want to decide whether to work in
all Metric or all English units. In the example, we
decided to work in Metric since most of the given
units in the problem are in Metric. But, if you were
given a mix of metric and English units, the Diagram
shows you how to convert between them.

Diagram and articlce continued on next page...
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In this example, you are given (or, you’re able
to calculate) (e.g. 1.36 gm/mL X 0.34 = 0.4624
gm(Dry)/mL(Product):
-

Chem Product Strength (calculated by taking
the Density X percent solution. Note that in
Metric, specific gravity=density in gm/mL)
Product Feed (no conversion/calculation –
given in problem in mL/min)
Plant Flow (you needed to convert from English
units to Metric by multiplying 85 gal/min X
3.785 L/gal = 321.7 L/min. The conversion
of 3.785 L/gal came from the middle of the
Diagram – just find the “Plant Flow” row and
follow the arrow across from the English side to
Metric Side. It tells you to multiply by 3.785 to
convert Flow from English to Metric)
Note that in some cases, you would need to
convert the given information into the units needed
in the diagram. In this example, I converted the
Chemical Product Strength from gm/mL to mg/mL
(grams to milligrams - 0.4624 gm(Dry)/mL(Product)
= 462.4 mg(Dry)/mL(Product)). Another example:
had you been given the Product Feed in mL/hr,

you would need to convert to mL/min to solve the
problem (e.g. 900 mL/hr X 1hr/60min = 15 mL/
min). Fortunately, it was given in mL/min in this
example so no conversion was necessary.
Finally, below the Diagram, you can see
how the problem is laid-out so that the units cancel
and you are only left with the desired units (mg/L).
The only real trick was that the Plant Flow had to
be inverted in order for the units to properly cancel.
(321.7 L/min was expressed as min/321.7 mL)
Note that this method of solving problems
requires the use of extra unit descriptors (e.g. “Dry”
or “Plant”). These are only used to help clarify the
units and make the Diagram easier to use. They are
not critical, but I’ve found that a lot of mistakes are
made if you don’t use them when using the Diagram.
I hope this helps some of you. Others learned
other methods for solving these types of problems.
Use the method that works best for you. If you
want more info on how to use this method to solve
problems, consider attending one of the Chemical
Addition Math classes in your area (or, offer to host
one in your town).

See Diagram and Formula
on Opposite Page
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2. You are the operator at a plant where the average flow rate is 85 gal (Plant)/min. A neat solution of Aqua
Mag is fed for taste and odor control. What dosage in mg (Dry)/L (Plant) is being fed if the metering pump
is set to deliver 15 mL (Product)/min? The specific gravity of Aqua Mag is 1.36 and the solution strength is
34%.
CHEMICAL FEED CALCULATION DIAGRAM
LIQUID FEED – NEAT OR UNDILUTED
English Units

Chemical
Product

lbs

Density (lbs/gal)

gal (Product)
(

)%

(x)

Metric Units

C
o
n
v
e
r
s
i
o
n
s

1.36
Chemical
Product

gm

SG=Density
(gm/mL)

mL (Product)

0.34

Calculate
Product Strength

34

(

(x)

100

100
8.34
()

Chemical Product
Strength

lbs (Dry)
gal (Product)

(x)

(lbs/gal)

gal (Product)

Product Feed

lbs (Dry)

gm (Dry)
mL (Product)

(gm/mL)

Product Feed
Flow (mL/min)

Convert to:
462.4 mg(Dry)
mL (Product)

15

mL (Product)

()

gal (Plant)
min

0.4624
Chemical Product
Strength

63
(x)

Flow (gal/hr)

hr

85

)%

min

321.7

3.785
(x)

Plant Flow
(gal/min)

120,000
(x)

(lbs/gal)

Dry Chemical
Dosage

?
mg (Dry)

(mg/L)

()

gal (Plant)

min

(L/min)

()

Dry Chemical
Dosage

L (Plant)

Plant Flow

L (Plant)

Procedure: Fill in known data; put a question mark (?) for the value of the unknown data; convert all data to the units on the
side where the ? was placed and fill in the values; use unit cancellation to solve for the unknown.

Solving for the Unknown:
? mg(Dry)
L(Plant)

=

=

=
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462.4 mg(Dry)
mL(Product)

X

15 mL(Product)
min

X

min
321.7 L(Plant)

6936 mg(Dry)
312.7 L(Plant)
21.56 mg(Dry)
L(Plant)

or

21.56 mg/L
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Unique and Higher Life Forms
in the Activated Sludge Process
by Brittany Lytle and Michael H. Gerardi

In addition to protozoa there are numerous unique
and higher life forms that enter activated sludge process
through inflow and infiltration (I/I). These soil and water
organisms vary greatly in size and structure and when present
in significant numbers serve as indicators of the “heath” of
the activated sludge. These organisms are single cell and
multicellular organisms. Some are microscopic, and some
are macroscopic. They include the following: spirochetes (a),
Zoogloeal growth (b), tetrads (c), filamentous organisms (d),
worm-like organisms consisting of the free-living nematode
(e), the gastrotrich (f), the water bear, the bristleworm (h), the
blood worm (i), and sludge worms (j), crustaceans including
copepods (k), cyclops (l), the ostracoda (m), and the water flea
(n), and rotifers (o).
Spirochetes (a)
Spirochetes are a group of Gram-negative bacteria.
They are slender and most are 5 to 50 mm in length.
Spirochetes possess a flexible helical shape and move in a
corkscrew-shape motion.
There are aerobic, facultative anaerobic, and
anaerobic spirochetes. They usually proliferate in wastewater
or wastewater samples during changes from aerobic to
anaerobic conditions and anaerobic to aerobic conditions.
Zoogloeal growth (b)
Zoogloeal growth is also known as viscous floc. The
growth is the result of the rapid and undesired proliferation of
floc-forming bacteria. The term “zoogloeal” is derived from
the first floc-forming bacterium, Zoogloeal ramigera that was
identified as growing in problematic from in the activated
sludge process.
Zoogloeal bacteria are typically Gram-negative and
rod-shaped. They are approximately 0.5 to 1.0 mm X 1.0
to 3.0 mm in size. The bacteria produce a relatively large
quantity of gelatinous exocellular polysaccharides that is less
dense than wastewater and separates the cells greatly within
floc particles. The growth results in poor solids settleability and
the production of billowy white foam when gas and air bubbles
become entrapped in the polysaccharides. Operational
conditions that are commonly associated with Zoogloeal
growth are 1) an anaerobic/fermentative (septic) condition
upstream of an aeration tank and 2) a nutrient deficiency.
Tetrads (c)
Tetrads are mostly cyanobacteria (blue-green
bacteria/blue-green algae). They are large and spherical and
grow in clusters of four. Tetrads grow in wastewater treatment
plants that practice enhanced biological phosphorus removal
(‘luxury” uptake of phosphorus). Because cyanobacteria
are capable of fixing nitrogen, they proliferate in wastewater
treatment systems that experience a nutrient deficiency for
nitrogen.
34

Filamentous organisms (d)
There are approximately 30 filamentous organisms
that are found in the activated sludge processes. There are
filamentous algae, bacteria, and fungi. Most filamentous
organisms are bacteria.
Filamentous algae possess
membrane-brown organelles including a nucleus and are
green due to pigmentation. They are infrequently found in
activated sludge. Their presence can be associated with the
sloughing of biomass from a roughing filter upstream of the
aeration tank. Filamentous fungi also possess membranebound organelles including a nucleus and are not pigmented.
They are brown or golden-brown. Their presence can be
associated with low pH (< 6.8) and a nutrient deficiency,
usually nitrogen.
Numerous filamentous bacteria inhabit activated
sludge processes and their proliferation can be associated
with specific operational conditions including high MCRT,
low dissolved oxygen, low F/M, low pH, high pH, septicity
and sulfides, rapidly degrading cBOD, slowly degrading
cBOD, winter proliferation, and fats, oils, and grease. By
identifying the filamentous bacteria to name or type number,
its stimulatory (operational) growth condition can be identified
with the appropriate literature.
Free-living nematode (e)
Free-living nematodes are terrestrial invertebrates
and are not parasites. Most nematodes are similar in
appearance and are < 3 mm in length and < 0.05 mm in
width. The nematode consists of three concentric tubes. The
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inner tube is the digestive tract. The middle tube consists of
longitudinal muscles, and the outer tube is the cuticle or “skin.”
Free-living nematodes are associated with stable treatment
processes. Because old sludge systems typically are more
stable than young sludge systems, they are often but not also
indicative of old sludge systems.
Free-living nematodes prefer to be on or in floc
particles. They are the only higher life form present in relatively
large numbers with the appropriate mouth apparatus capable
of burrowing into the floc particle and eating bacteria in the floc
particle.
Gastrotrich (f)
The gastrotrich may be a microscopic or macroscopic
organism. The length of gastrotriches varies from 50 to 3000
mm. They are related to rotifers and flatworms. They are
colorless, display bilateral symmetry, and have a complex
digestive tract. Gastrotriches feed on bacteria, fungi, protozoa,
and dead organic matter by the beating action of four tufts or
cilia on the head. They are strict aerobes and do not tolerate
low dissolved oxygen or conditions of organic overload and
toxicity. Gastrotriches live only 3 to 21 days.
Water bear (g)
The water bear or tardigrade is a microscopic
metazoa. The range in length of water bears is 50 to 1200
mm. They consume the fluids of animals including amoebae,
nematodes, and other water bears. They have a bluntly
rounded head with a mouth and eyespots. The body is plump
and covered with a chitinous cuticle. Water bears have four
pairs of appendages or “legs” that have four to eight claws
each. Their body color varies.
Although water bears are resilient organisms, they
are strict aerobes and obtain free molecular oxygen by its
movement (diffusion) across the cuticle. Therefore, the
absence of dissolved oxygen results in paralysis or death.
Also, conditions such as excess surfactants affect the integrity
of the cuticle.
Bristleworm (h)
The bristleworm or aquatic oligochaete has the same
fundamental structure as the common terrestrial earthworm.
Most bristleworms are < 30 mm in length. The body wall is
thin, and the internal organs can be easily observed.
Bristleworms are segmented, and nearly all segments
contain chitinous bristles or setae. The setae may be long,
short, straight, curved, sigmoid, or hooked. Locomotion is a
crawling movement similar to that of the earthworm. Food
usually consists of filamentous algae, diatoms, and animal
and plant detritus.
Bloodworm (i)
The bloodworm is the larva of the midge fly or
Chironomidae (Class Insecta, Order Diptera). Midge flies
are fragile mosquito-like insects that do not bite. The larvae
that contain “hemoglobin” (“red-blood cells”) are called
bloodworms. Larvae that do not contain hemoglobin are
black, brown, green, or transparent. The transparent larvae
are known as glassworms.
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The larvae are often found in wastewater treatment
tanks, channels, and ponds. They tolerate well low dissolved
oxygen concentrations, low pH values, and high levels of
pollution. Bloodworms leave their tubes and are most active
at night and when dissolved oxygen concentrations are low.
They feed primarily upon algae and organic detritus.
Sludge worms (j)
Sludge worms or Tubiflex are pollution tolerant and
typically proliferate in heavily polluted water. The aquatic
worm is also known as an angleworm. Sludge worms survive
in conditions that contain very little dissolved oxygen and
can live without dissolved oxygen for short periods of time.
Tubiflex is a scavenger.
Most tubilicids live head down in tubes that they build
upon detritus, soil, or sludge. Here, they consume mostly
dead plants and breathe through their epidermis of “skin.”
The burrowing action of the sludge worms in the tubes results
in aeration of anaerobic sludge.
The segmented, threadlike worm usually is red and
typically is more than 25 mm in length. The color of the sludge
worm is caused by the presence of dissolved erythrocruorin
in the blood. The body of Tubiflex consists of a tube within
a tube. The outer tube is a soft muscular body wall that is
covered with a thin cuticle. The inner tube is the digestive
tract that has a terminal mouth and terminal anus.
Copepods (k)
Copepods are tiny crustaceans. Often the water
current produced during locomotion is easier to see than the
crustaceans. Copepods have a quick and jumping motion
when swimming. Copepods have antennae that extend
from the head to nearly the full length of the body. They
are approximately 1 to 2 mm in length and have a teardropshaped body and two pairs of antennae. They possess a
hard exoskeleton, but the exoskeleton as well as the entire
body is almost transparent. They eat bacteria and diatoms,
and their presence in large and active numbers is indicative of
a relatively non-polluted environment.
Cyclops (l)
The cyclops is a tiny crustacean. They are similar
in structure, locomotion, and eating habitats and have the
same diet as copepods. Cyclops differs in structure from
copepods by having antennae that extend from the head to
approximately half the length of the body.
Ostracoda (m)
Ostracoda are tiny crustaceans. They are also
known as “seed shrimp“ because without the use of a
microscope they look much like small “seeds” with shrimp-like
appendages.
Most ostracoda are < 1 mm in length. The colors of
ostracoda include chalky white, black, brown, gray, green, red,
and yellow. Ostracoda have two lime-impregnated coverings
or valves that provide protection, and together they look like
a “seed” under microscopic examination. When ostracoda
are active, “shrimp-like” appendages protrude beneath the

Continued on following page...
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PITTCON 2013 – Philadelphia, PA
CALL FOR WATER / WASTEWATER MINI-COURSES
PA Rural Water Association is proud to assist PITTCON with the Water and Wastewater mini-course track
at their 2013 Annual Conference in Philadelphia (courses will be held from Saturday, March 16 – Thursday,
March 21, 2013). These courses will be offered for PA Certified Operator Contact Hours. PRWA is currently
accepting mini-course proposals until July 1, 2012. Please, submit your proposal to Joel Jordan, PRWA
Director of Education at jjordan@prwa.com or by fax to 814-353-9341.
Proposal must include all of the following:
-Course Title
-Course Description
-Course Outline
-Course Level (Beginner, Intermediate, Advanced)
-Length of course (1/2 day, full day, 1-1/2 day or 2 day)
-Target Audience (Water, Wastewater or Both)
-Instructors Bio
-Please note that we are requesting “courses” on water/wastewater topics, not
sales presentations or general informational sessions.

PITTCON is the world’s largest annual conference and exposition for laboratory science.
See www.pittcon.org for more information.
...continued from previous page
valves. There is no body segmentation. They possess two
pairs of antennae, mandibles, and maxillae.
They are found on algae, decaying vegetation, and
rooted aquatic plants and in gravel, ponds, puddles, and
streams. Here, they feed upon algae, bacteria, molds, and
fine detritus.
Water flea (n)
Water fleas or daphnia are small (200 to 500 mm)
crustaceans. They are called water fleas because of their
salutatory swimming style or jerky swimming motion. They
live in a variety of aquatic habitats, enter activated sludge
processes through I/I, and feed upon tiny crustaceans and
rotifers. Water fleas are often used as boindicators of the
health of the activated sludge process, that is, they are
sensitive to changes in wastewater chemistry and their
activity and inactivity reflect acceptable and unacceptable
operational conditions, respectively.
The body of the water flea is divided into three
regions, head, thorax, and abdomen. However, the division
of each region is nearly invisible. The thorax contains paired
appendages or legs. The beating of the legs produces water
current that brings food to the digestive tract. Daphnia feed
on algae, bacteria, protozoa, and decaying organic matter.
Rotifers (o)
Rotifers or wheel animalcules are aerobic aquatic
organisms and are found in numerous habitats including
damp soils, sand, and moss. They possess ciliated crowns
or coronas where the beating action of the cilia gives the
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appearance or optical illusion or rotating wheels.
Rotifers are the smallest and simplest of the
macroinvertebrates or metazoa. Motility may be freeswimming or crawling. Swimming is slow and forward only,
with direction controlled by the foot.
Most rotifers are microscopic in size, and the range
in lengths of most rotifers is 200 to 800 mm. There are three
basic shapes for most rotifers – sac-shaped, spherical, and
worm-shaped. The body of the rotifer has three structural
zones – the head, the trunk, and the foot.
Rotifers are sensitive to adverse operational
conditions such as low dissolved oxygen, inhibition, and
toxicity. Paralysis and death occur quickly under these
conditions. Therefore, adverse operational conditions limit
the number of rotifers. They are present and active in stable
operational conditions regardless of MCRT.
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Take Advantage of Lower Rates
by Bud Bullock
PRWA Financial Services
bbullock@prwa.com
Many of our members have had the misfortune
of having to borrow money over the last three years.
Borrowing during this time of economic uncertainty has
forced many of you into paying much higher interest
rates than expected. Whether it was a scheduled project,
mandated project, an emergency repair or replacement;
these higher rates continue to create a financial strain.
You may have an opportunity to relieve some
of this strain. Currently tax free interest rates are lower
than they have been in years and the demand for tax
free loans is high. This creates an opportunity based on
your system’s credit worthiness to reduce your current
interest rate. Whether you are trying to pay down an
existing bank or USDA loan, the reduction in interest
could allow you to reduce your regular payments or
reduce the term of the loan.
This could also be the time to take on that
project or repair that may not be critical today, but
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will be needed in the future. You will have a chance to
combine the lowest interest rates in years with suppliers
that are eager to sell their products and contractors who
are looking for work. This combination could make your
project more affordable now than it may be if you wait.
We want to encourage you to check with your
local banks to find out what interest rates are being
offered. You should also be aware of fees, penalties
and restrictions that may apply. We hope that you will
also call PRWA Financial Services and take advantage
of our easy application process, quick turn around and
low origination fees. We can save you time, get you a
rate quote in 7 days, and you’ll never have to leave your
office. For assistance in lowering you current interest
rate or financing a new project; contact Bud Bullock at
PRWA Financial Services. Call 1-866-328-7792 or email
bbullock@prwa.com.

					Bud
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Bird Contamination and
Your Water Tank

by Don Johnson, Pittsburgh Tank & Tower
In 1993 a small community located in the
“boot-heel” of Missouri suddenly experienced a
large waterborne disease outbreak. In a community
with a population of a little over 1100 people, there
was an estimated 650 cases of gastroenteritis. Of
these, fifteen individuals required hospitalization
and seven residents of a local nursing home died.
The resulting investigation by federal and state
authorities determined, that among other problems
with the water system, pigeon droppings had found
access to the water in the community’s 100,000
gallon water tower and had contaminated the city’s
drinking water. An inspection of the water tank
showed that access had been allowed by an improper
roof vent and an uncover hatch. Bird feathers were
observed inside the tower indicating not only bird
droppings in the water but also the possibility of
dead birds and other contaminates.
Occurrences like this are all too common.
Recent cases have happened in Kansas, Maine,
Massachusetts, and other states across the country.
One Midwest tank inspection firm reports that 20
to 25 percent of the tanks they inspect have serious
sanitary defects. Improperly designed roof hatch
systems and vents that do not provide a watertight
seal are the cause of most of these defects. Damage
or holes that have been cut in the tank’s roof and
not properly sealed or open and unlocked access
openings, and in some cases, the construction
practices in some tanks more than 30 years old
are typical defects. Sometimes hanging cathodic
protection systems do not provide a tight seal. If you
can stand inside your tank and see daylight through
the roof, you’ve got problems.
Why are these defects problems? Even if the
openings in the roof aren’t large enough for birds
to enter, tank roofs are basically flat structures and
birds defecate on the roof. These bird droppings dry
up and the wind blows it, or rain washes it, under
poorly fitting roof vents and hatches, into poorly
fitting cathodic protection systems, and in the case of
older, bolted tanks, into the openings left when bolts
have disintegrated or have worked themselves loose.
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Any section of the roof that has rusted through, even
if not large enough to allow a bird entry to the tank,
will allow the dried bird droppings access to your
water supply.
As a water system operator what can you
do to ensure that your system is not affected by a
waterborne disease outbreak? A regular, thorough
personal inspection of all your water tanks is a good
place to start. Examine the vents and hatches to
ensure they fit properly and are properly screened.
Then examine the overflow or your tank. It should
come to near grade and be fitted with a ¼” mesh
screen which is inside a close fitting flap gate.
The American Water Works Association
recommends tanks be drained and inspected every
three years. This would be a good time to have a
professional tank inspection firm, knowledgeable in
the sanitary aspects of tanks, to do the inspection. Not
only can they address the issues of screens, access
openings, cathodic protection devices, and problems
inherit to radio antennas that may be on your tank,
they can also do an ultra-sound to determine areas of
your tank that may be susceptible to rusting through
and causing more openings. A professional firm
should also provide you with a written report of their
findings and recommendations.
Contamination from birds is a major water
quality problem in storage tanks. A lot of the
contamination occurs because of a lack of attention
to the sanitary integrity of the water tank. Routine
inspections of tanks should be done on a daily or at
least weekly basis to monitor the exterior of the tank
for evidence of intrusion, security, or vandalism.
Periodic inspections
should be done to
review areas of the
tank not normally
accessible from the
ground, in other
words, the roof. And
a
comprehensive
inspection regularly
(at
least
every
three
years
as
recommended
by
AWWA) should be
done to evaluate the
current conditions of
the tank components.
1-800-653-PRWA
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Where is this in PA?
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This photo is of a unique landmark in Pennsylvania. if you know
where, submit your answer to be entered into a drawing to win a
prize from PRWA! Submit your answer to PRWA by
fax (814-353-9341) or e-mail (prwa@prwa.com). Good Luck!

WWW.PRWA.COM
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North Central Source Water Alliance
by Nathan Merkel
Wellhead Protection Specialist
nmerkel@prwa.com
When a tap is turned on, water comes out.
There usually is never much thought to the process
of how that water was treated or even where
that water originated from. What Source Water
Protection does is focus on the source directly; long
before a drop of chemical is added in the treatment
process. Once a community water system takes the
step to embrace the concept of SWP, it opens up the
door for many opportunities to protect their precious
resource. It also allows the system to be entered
into an elite group of water systems that openly
grasp the concept of source water protection.
Such a group of community water systems
was formed in June of 2010 in Lycoming County.
This proactive group named itself the North Central
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Source Water Protection Alliance or NCSWPA for
short. The wheels for forming the Alliance were set
in motion with a letter from the Lycoming County
Planning Commission. The LCPC sent the letter to
all the community water suppliers in the county for
the systems to receive information on developing a
SWP plan.
During the first meeting, Mark Stevens,
a Groundwater Geologist from the Pennsylvania
Department of Environmental Protection, presented
a presentation on the funding and development
of a source water protection plan. The NCSWPA
consists of Jersey Shore Borough, Limestone
Township, Montoursville Borough, Muncy Borough,
Montgomery Borough, Lycoming County Water
and Sewer Authority, Hughesville Borough, along
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with the Environmental Protection Agency, PaDEP,
Laporte Water Company, Armstrong Township,
Clinton Township, Lycoming County Conservation
District, Eagles Mere, and Millville. The group
decided to have regular meetings three times a year
with the vision of growing the Alliance to 30-40
members. The Alliance scheduled their meetings to
be held in February, June, and October.
There are several different issues that are
of concern to the Alliance which range from the
SRBC’s water allocation re-permitting procedure
to safe transportation and treatment of FRAC fluid
within their watersheds. One issue the Alliance
faced was the redesign of Route 15 at the top of
Bald Eagle Mountain. The main issue regarding the
redesign was the negative affect it could possibly
have on Montoursville’s water supply area. The
concern was the Route 15 stormwater outfall and the
potential of hazardous materials or fluids from a spill
being discharged into Montoursville’s recharge area.
PENNDOT heard the concerns from the Alliance,
which eventually led to an enhanced stormwater
management plan for Route 15 traversing Bald
Eagle Mountain.
Megan
Lehman,
Lycoming
County
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Where in PA?
Answer:
Kinzua Viaduct
Mt. Jewett, PA
Winner:
Lori
Feldbauer,
Kane
Borough

Environmental Planner and advisor for the Alliance,
is currently developing an educational brochure on
the finer points of SWP and what residents can do to
protect such a vital resource. When asked why she
thought Counties should have SWP alliances such as
the North Central Source Water Protection Alliance,
she stated, “From my perspective I think one of
the most important outcomes of the Alliance has
been bringing people together who share the same
profession and giving them the opportunity to talk,
compare notes, share information, and ultimately
learn from each other. The tours of each other’s
facilities are very helpful so they can see how the
operation is managed and executed. Also, I think
it builds a sense of community and the reassurance
that they are not alone, but have support from others
who share their same profession. It builds strength.”
The North Central Source Water Protection Alliance
is a great example of communities driven by the idea
of protecting their water source. The Alliance has the
drive to make a difference within their communities
in the two participating counties. It is important to
remember that when one stands all alone, they may
speak with a whisper, but when many stand together,
they speak with a thundering
roar.
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Preparation is Key
by Don Muir
Source Water Protection Specialist
dmuir@prwa.com
As I write this article, the Susquehanna
River Basin Commission has just suspended water
withdrawls in five northeast PA counties due to low
water levels. Ironic, since this area experienced
devastating flooding last summer. But, it was a
very snow-free winter and water levels are already
at abnormally low levels. Not just in northeast PA
but all over the state groundwater and surface water
levels are abnormally low, for this time of the year.
As of April, according to the DEP Drought website,
none of the state had yet reached a drought watch.
As the meteorologists say, a low snow
winter doesn’t guarantee a dry summer, but if it
is a dry summer, a lot of water systems will be in
trouble. Especially systems that do on have a lot of
sources or have sources that do not have the ability
to supply large quantities of water under normal
conditions. We write our articles for the Keystone
Tap approximately two months in advance of them
being published so by the time you read this, the
State could be in some stage of drought, or we
could have had a rainy May and June and ground
and surface water levels could be at or near normal
levels and you’ll be wondering what I’m talking
about.
Drought or no drought:
• Do you have a Drought Contingency Plan?
• Do you have large consumers of water on your
system that you should be talking to now, before
water levels become low? Given some warning,
they may be able to change their water use
practices to benefit both the water system and
their own bottom line.
• Do you know how much water your system is
losing to leakage? Not all Non-Revenue water
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is due to fire hydrant flushing and inaccurate
metering. For a small system, finding and
repairing one or two leaks can low their
production more than having every customer
reduce their water consumption 10%.
• Do you have an interconnection with a
neighboring system that you could use if your
water source is not able to meet system demand?
Have you talked to the system you plan on
purchasing water from to ensure they can supply
you enough water to meet your needs?
• Are you selling water for drilling purposes? In
the northern tier of PA and in the western part
of the state, a lot of water systems are selling
water to gas well drilling companies. What type
of agreement do you have with these companies
in the event your water supply diminishes?
I realize we go through this every summer,
but hopefully with a small amount of planning on
your part and communication
with large water consumers and
neighboring systems can lessen
the impact of a dry Spring and
Summer if we have one. If you
need assistance or have any
questions give PRWA a call.
1-800-653-PRWA

EVERY DROP OF WATER
ACCURATELY MEASURED
THE OCTAVE WATER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

For more Information, scan this OR
code with any smart phone or visit
mastermeter.com
Available 2', 3', 4', 6" and 8' sizes.

Octave's extremely wide
/

turn-down ratio helps assure
the meter is correctly sized.
No moving parts reduces
concern of p remature
accuracy loss caused
by under-sizing at the
top flows. Benchmark low
flow capability addresses
concern of over-sizing which
might miss small flows.

/

Octave' s revolutionary

measurement science
enables a 4' meter to
Initially record flow at a
miniscule 1/16 USG .

Lifetime Revenue:
Zero wear is now possible
wtth the elimtnatton of
mechanical pans.

SEE HOW MASTER METER IS READING SMARTER, MEASURING MORE, AND EMPOWERING MANAGERS TO MANAGE DATA.
PlEASE CONTACT EXETER SUPPLY CO.. INC. ·117 PROSPECT STREET· READING, PA 19606 • (610) 779·4230
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Is your health insurance program the BEST fit for your
employees and your budget? There may be a better option!
A Health Insurance Solution for Pennsylvania’s Water & Wastewater Systems:
PRWA has partnered with Benecon to offer an affordable Employee Health Insurance Program to the PRWA
Community. Eligible employers can now join The Pennsylvania Municipal Health Insurance Cooperative
(PMHIC) and achieve significantly lower health care costs while offering employees a variety of high-quality
benefit options from established carriers such as Highmark, UPMC Health Plan, United Health Care, Capital
Blue Cross, etc.
Eligibility Requirements:
Public municipal governments and authorities with at least six employees are eligible for membership in the
PMHIC Program. Please contact PRWA Financial services for full eligibility details: 866-328-7792.
How Benecon designed PMHIC to work just for YOU:
For 20 years, Benecon has responded to the common healthcare issues faced by municipalities, authorities,
and regional municipal entities in Pennsylvania through the PMHIC Program. This unique healthcare
purchasing cooperative allows many municipalities to come together and joint purchase health insurance at
a lower cost than they would pay individually. Benecon has established a 99.9% retention rate among its 194
PMHIC members, totaling over 6,000 covered employees.
Affordability-Your Healthcare Program could send YOU a check in the mail:
There is no ‘buy-in’ cost to join PMHIC and eligible members are rated based on their own risk-level, not on
the performance of other members in the group. In fact, members actually get money back in a refund check
if they pay in more than is needed to cover their claim liability (less any Cross Share commitment). As a result,
Benecon has returned over $36,426,993 in surplus to individual cooperative members since 2006. If you have
a ‘bad’ claim year, a maximum risk for paying claims is capped off.
100% Transparency, no exceptions.
You own the cooperative so you will see where every penny of your premium is going and learn what is
causing your claim utilization. You’ll see how your rates are developed and what’s driving your next renewal.
A Team of experts on YOUR side:
As a member of PMHIC, you will have a dedicated account manager assigned to your account as well as a
team of in-house attorneys, actuarial staff members, compliance services representatives (HIPAA, ADA, Social
Security, etc.), account specialists, claim specialists, and enrollment specialists to fully handle the complete
administration of your health care program.
What if we have already renewed our current coverage or started with a new provider?
Contact PRWA Financial Services today as you may still be able to lower your health care costs through the
PRWA Health Insurance Benefit Program.

Learn More! Attend a FREE, 30 minute webinar on June 21st at 2 p.m.
SIGN UP at least one day in advance at www.prwa.com/health
Or, contact Ed Watson, PRWA Financial Services to request a quote!
Call: 866-328-7792 or E-mail: ewatson@prwafinancialservices.com
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Source Water
Protection
Recognized in
the late 1800’s
The next time you have a few minutes, get
on the Internet and search for “PA State Board of
Health and Vital Statistics”. The first edition of
this document was completed in 1885 and was
a whopping 427 pages! The main impetus for
documenting such a report seems to be in direct
correlation to the increasing number of deaths due to
waterborne diseases and other related maladies.
There is documentation in this first report
that ties the medical work and findings of that in
1850’s and 1860’s England to the potential and then
current conditions that were being discovered in
parts of Pennsylvania in the 1880’s. Of particular
interest to the Board of Health, primarily made up of
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doctors and engineers at that time, was the Schuylkill
River (the water supply for the City of Philadelphia,
Pottstown, and others even to this day).

Here are a few interesting excerpts from the
report:

(p. 59) “ The subject of the pollution of
the rivers in the State of Pennsylvania is not only
one of great importance, but one which is in the
province of this board to investigate, and it is not
only from the stand-point of health that the question
needs consideration by the State. Water used for
manufacturing purposes, particularly for certain
industries requiring a great degree of purity, should
likewise be protected from pollution whenever and
wherever practicable.”
(p. 59) “No price, however, is too great
when a community is clearly exposed to a serious
pollution of its drinking water.”
Finally, and more alarmingly, a message
that we continue to vocalize today in reference
to understanding the connection between land
activities, pollution, and the eventual disease
potential:
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(p. 61) “There are three agencies which
can be employed towards accomplishing this end
[averting pollution disasters], which singly can affect
a great deal, but which together can secure complete
safety. These agencies consist of the efforts of the
individual, of the community, and of the State. It
is clear that much can be done by instructing the
people at large as to the dangers of infection and
poison in drinking water, and informing them how as
individuals they may assist in making them inactive
and harmless to themselves and others. In many, is
not in most cases, the ability to prevent spread of
disease lies entirely within their own power.”
So, even in 1885, the powers that be in
Pennsylvania recognized very clearly the formula
for protecting drinking water supplies – education
of citizens, local government support, and the power
that exists in partnerships at all levels.
Additionally in this 1885 report is a very
detailed sanitary survey (47 pages) of the Schuylkill
River from the headwaters above Pottsville all the
way to the intake at Fairmount Park in Philadelphia.
This report notes nearly every major discharge to the
River and notes the potential impact that could be
WWW.PRWA.COM

felt given the condition of these waters. The survey
details specific amounts of chemicals used and
discharged to the River. This technique is nearly
identical to the way that we produce inventories of
potential risks when creating source water protection
plans for communities today.
In my digging, I was able to find other reports
from 1887, 1897, and 1900 (there are many others),
all of which produced similar style documents. If
nothing else, it offers a unique perspective on the line
of thinking that took place in the late 19th century
and makes you realize that
the problems they faced and
struggled with are the same
problems that we deal with
even today. So, take a few
minutes and look through
these – for those of you
with older systems, you
may even learn a few things
about the early days of your
drinking water sources and
the struggles your ancestors
had with getting clean
water.
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What Act 13 Means for Public Water Suppliers
by Matt Genchur
Source Water Program Manager
Source Water Protection Specialist
mgenchur@prwa.com
With the natural gas industry now covering
the northern tier and sweeping into the southwestern
portions of the Commonwealth, it was due time
to bring the regulations and taxation into the
21st century. After many months and years of
deliberation, House Bill 1950 (Act 13 of 2012)
was passed and made some dramatic changes to
environmental protections and the much more hyped
new fee structure to create revenue for Pennsylvania.
Below are two descriptions that briefly
outline the general purpose of Act 13. Following
these comments, I will outline some main points that
you as a public water supplier need to be aware of as
the ramifications of the Act quickly become a reality.
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Excerpted from the Public Utilities
Commission (PUC) (website: http://www.puc.state.
pa.us/naturalgas/naturalgas_marcellus_Shale.aspx):
“The Act Amending Title 59 (Oil
and Gas) of the Pennsylvania Consolidated
Statutes (Act 13 of 2012) was signed by
Governor Corbett on Feb. 14, 2012 with some
provisions going into effect upon signing and
others will become effective on April 14, 2012.
The law provides for the imposition of an
unconventional gas well fee (also called a drilling
impact fee), and the expenditure of the funds
generated by that impact fee to local and state
purposes specifically outlined in the law. The law
also contains a mechanism as to how the fees shall
be distributed. A significant portion of the fees
generated will be used to cover the local impacts
of drilling while several of state agencies will also
receive funding for a variety of other purposes.
The law specifically provides for the
imposition of an unconventional well fee by
county (or alternatively municipalities compelling
the imposition of an unconventional well fee). A
county may impose the fee if unconventional gas
wells are located within its borders and it passes
an ordinance within 60 days of the effective date
of the act. A county that does not pass an ordinance
imposing a fee shall be prohibited from receiving
funds. This prohibition shall remain in effect until
a county passes an ordinance imposing a fee.
Under the law, the Pennsylvania Public
Utility Commission (PUC) administers the
collection and disbursement of the fee. Also, the
PUC may review ordinances at the request of a
county or municipality as well as complaints filed by
a well operator or other party aggrieved by a local
ordinance.”
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From
Pennsylvania
Department
of
Environmental Protection (PA DEP) website on Act
13 (website: http://www.portal.state.pa.us/portal/
server.pt/community/act_13/20789):
“Act 13 of 2012 enacted stronger
environmental
standards,
authorized
local
governments to adopt an impact fee and built upon
the state’s ongoing efforts to move towards energy
independence as unconventional gas development
continues. Among the Act’s provisions are
increased setback requirements for unconventional
gas development; enhanced protection of water
supplies; and strong, uniform, consistent statewide
environmental standards. As a result of these
provisions, the Department of Environmental
Protection will continue to ensure the responsible
development of this important resource.”
As you can tell from the web excerpts, the
PUC and DEP have complimentary but very different
and specific roles when it comes to implementing
Act 13. The PUC has the responsibility to see that
the counties and municipalities pass their ordinances
in a timely fashion and then administer the money
that will be created by the fee. At the same time,
DEP is taking on the environmental responsibilities
of the Act, which primarily includes new setback
distances for well sites and additional protections for
public water suppliers.
If you have any questions about Act 13
and how it could potentially impact you as a water
supplier, contact your local DEP office. To help you
out, here are some of the key points that you as a
water supplier need to be concerned with as the Act
gets implemented:
Fees:
 Municipalities (not authorities) with gas well
drilling will have an opportunity to obtain monies
from the impact fee (assuming that their county
passed the ordinance by April 14, 2012).
 This year only, individual municipalities will have
the opportunity to pass the ordinance in spite of
county decision.
 60% of total funds collected statewide will be
directed toward the counties and municipalities
 Amount allocated shall not exceed $500,000 or 50
percent (whichever is higher) of the total budget
for the prior fiscal year for eligible municipalities
WWW.PRWA.COM

 The law is specific on how money can be spent by
the municipalities

Such as water, wastewater and road
maintenance, repair; social service delivery;
emergency preparedness; environmental
programs; tax reductions; increased safe/
affordable housing; employee training; or
planning initiatives

In the Act, Chapter 23, Sec. 2314(g) lists the
following eligible use of funds:
(2) Water, storm water and sewer systems,
including construction, reconstruction,
maintenance and repair.
(5) Preservation and reclamation of surface
and subsurface waters and water supplies.
Setbacks/Distances/Liability:
 Gas Well location restrictions

Well must be 1000 feet from public water
supply (unless authorized by water supplier)

Well must be 300 feet (was 100 feet) from
any stream, spring, body of water, or wetland
greater than 1 acre in size

Well pad sites must be 100 feet from the
above listed water bodies
 Protection of Water Supplies

Rebuttable Presumption: Distance increased
from 1000 to 2500 feet and duration
increased from 6 months to 12 months
after the later of well completion, drilling,
stimulation or alteration

Well operator must provide temporary water
supply if the affected water supply meets all
liability and associated protocol standards,
replaced
to the Safe
Drinking
Water
standards
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2012 PRWA MIN

We’re hitting the road to deliver th
training at the best

No Need to Travel
when PRWA Delivers!
èReceive 9 Water/Wastewater Contact Hours in 2 days!
èSEE the latest and greatest products during
Vendor Presentations in the Exhibit Hall!
èRelax with industry peers over delicious meals!
èDo it all for 1 LOW Price!
èFull Conference: $195 (PRWA Member Price)
èSingle Day: $135 (PRWA Member Price)
100% Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back!

For
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.
a
In the WEST:
.prw
w
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Y
MARS, PA
See
er!
b
o
t
Oc
October 23-24, 2012

Four Points by Sheraton
Pittsburgh North
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NI-CONFERENCES:

he newest products and most up-to-date
value DIRECTLY to YOU!

In the EAST:
Wilkes-Barre, PA
October 10-11, 2012
Woodlands Inn
& Resort

Schedule of Events for BOTH Locations:
Day 1: (3 Water/Wastewater Contact Hours)

12-1 pm: Registration
1-3 pm: Classroom Session #1 (2 contact hrs)
3:30-5:30 pm: Vendor Product
Demonstrations in the
Exhibit Hall (1 contact hour)
5:30-7 pm: Exhibit Hall Reception: Eat, drink,
and relax with industry peers!

Day 2: (6 Water/Wastewater Contact Hours)

7-8:30 am: Breakfast in the Exhibit Hall
8:30 am-12 pm: Class Session #2 (3 contact
12-1 pm: Hot Lunch in the Exhibit Hall
1-4:30 pm: Class Session #3 (3 contact hrs)
4:30 pm: Conference Concludes

hrs)
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BIG THANKS to the 1,328 friends who joined us
this year and broke our attendance record!

2012 PRWA Annual

Conference Photos

MORE PHOTOS online at www.prwa.com!
BIG PRIZE WINNERS on page 55!

Keystone Tap - Summer 2012

Congratulations!

2012 Tribute to Excellence Award Winners
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Congratulations BIG Winners & Thank You BIG
, , ,1111'11 Conference!
Sponsors of the 2012 Annual

BIG Thanks to lB Water,

DISNEY- Dream Vacation WINNER!
Robert Rissler, Terre Hill Borough

lunch & Breaks SponsorI

2012 Poker Tournament, TV
Give-Aways, and Hotel SponsorI

BIG Thanks to the 2012 Opening Session
and Closing Celebration Sponsor,

BIG Thanks to Gwin,

Neptune Technology Group I

Dobson & Foreman,

GDJ'
G W I.N

Opening Session Winner: David Delong, Upper Saucon Township

2012 Meet n' Greet

~================~----~S~p~o~n~so~r~!_____j~~~!!!!!!~!!J

Wil Contest Winners: 1st : Dave Broome
(right) 2nd Place: Eric Bargo (left)

2012 Turkey Calling Contest Winners: 1' 1: Jody Hugill (left),
2nd: Toby Good (middle) 3m: Tim Jordan (right)
BIG Thanks to Sensus and
LB Water, 2012 Turkey
Calling Contest Sponsors!

sensus
The Measure of the Future

..
-li
•
--".
---

2012 RURAL WATER RAFFLE: Congratulations to our Winners and THANK YOU to our Sponsors!
E/che/bergers,
~
Inc.

I

··-
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~ ~ US.ABiueBooK
Donat ed By

Prize

Winner Name

Steven Crotzer

Sporting Goods

A & H Equipment

Dominic Mattern

Bradford Gift Basket

Bradford Water Authority

Luke Heist

Mossy Oak Jacket and Gear

Graphic Revolutions

..

M ike Bacl<o

Home Depot Gift Card

DASGroup

Wilbur Fake

Nikon Coolpix l24 Camera

Larson Design Group

-==-

Tyler Hook

2 Speed Drill/Driver

Mr. REHAB

Sandy Busedu

Cabela' s Gift card & Hat

National Road Utility Supply, Inc.

David Hockenberry

Kindle, Jacket, & Flash Drives

Mountain Research, LLC

Jim Balliet

Portable TV & DVD Player

Univar
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~
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l.A,I'f ASSOCIATU!,~
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ROIID

UTili1Y

Sandy Busedu

TV & Visa Gift card

USA BlueBook/Riordan Materials

Richard McKnight

Hotel Stay and Lowe's Gift Card

Penn Stater/Kappe Associates

David Kerr

Sony E·Reader

Nittany Engineering & Associates

Josh Quattrone

18 Volt Power Tool Set

Exeter Supply Co., Inc.

Corey Gerhart

Sportsmen Package

Gwin Dobson & Foreman

Jime Matzinger

Cabela' s/Bass Pro Gift Card

Natgun/Mahaffey laboratory

Gary launtz

NWTF Turkey Print

Ferguson Waterworks

Jeffrey Paul

Fly Fishing Equipment

EAP Industries/Neptune TG

Richard Hinkle

Home Depot/Bass Pro Gift card

HD Supply Waterworks

Jeffrey Paul

Hunting Gear/Clothing

W.C. Well Co./Watermark

Keith Smith

Outback Gift Card/camping Chair

Pro Tapping lnc./Microbac Labs

Fred Yeager

Kobalt 154 Piece Mechanic Set

W.O. Fox Tapping

1 Night's Stay, Golf, and Clays

Seven Springs Mountain Resort

Jim Paulaconis

Tom Tom XL/Gift Basket

Senate Engineering/SCM Engineers

William Strauch

Grilling Gear and Gift card

Navarro & Wright Engineers

James Lytle

105 Piece Tool Set

A.C. Shultes

Brady Crain

lowe's Gift card

Mr. REHAB

fl~~~

Tyler Neiss

CASH

Vanora Enterprises

John Nadzam

CASH

Vanora Enterprises

Scott Jackowitz

CASH

Vanora Enterprises

MahaHey Laboratory
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D31naTech

• • SU,lY,IftC.

I§.S:e~
~
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Watenoorks
·~-

.SU!raoe Snlenn..lnc.

U.S. Municipal Supply

::::::,._ Bob Staub

MOUNTAIN

N

Richard Croneberger Assorted Gift Cards

~~~:7

RfSEARCH. LLC

#I.. FERGUSON"

THE PENN STATER
Conference Center •

Jim Balliet

CASH

Vanora Enterprises

Demetrius Kasman

CASH

Vanora Enterprises

Jim DeCasper

Infrared Primos Truth cam

Eichelbergers, Inc.

Brian Lyle

Blu·Ray Player & Movie Set

PRWA Financial Services

Bob Blough II

Outdoor Gear/Dick's Gift Card

DynaTech/Mid Atlantic Storage

Shane Gallagher

Gift Certificate

USA BlueBook

Randy Sebasovich

Keurig Coffee Maker & Basket

GAl Consultants

Hotel

.,.,_- ~

0
UniVAR

Al·l ~)t l!:!~'!!'.!f!!~l
Herb Mattern Jr.

EQUIPMENT

Golf Equipment

Pollardwater.com/PA One Call
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"/:ahaffey
w l2boratory
LTO.

Pollardwater. coRJ

YOU
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Conlereaee
Sponsors!

ENTECH
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gai consultants
transforming ideas i nto reality®
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Consulting Engineers Inc.

Larson Design Group
Your Vision. Made Reol

..~

INDUSTRIES INC.
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PRWA Associate Members

A & H Equipment
A.C. Schultes
Abel Recon
Accent Control Systems
Advance Instruments Inc
Allegheny Field Services
American Avk Company
American Flow Control
Anderson Technical Services
AP Certified Testing Utility Products &
Services
Aqua Chemical Supply, Inc.
Aquatech
ARCADIS
Ashbrook Simon-Hartley, LLC
Atlantic States Cast Iron Pipe Company
Badger Meter Inc
Baker Manufacturing Co./Monitor Division
Baker, Michael, Jr. Inc.
Bankson Engineers Inc
BCM Engineers
Benchmark Analytics, Inc.
Bermad Control Valves
Bissnuss, Inc
Blue Earth Labs LLC
Book & Proch Well Drilling
Borton-Lawson
Browns Hill Sand & Glass Block
Buchart-Horn Inc.
Business Management Systems, Inc.
C W Sales Corp.
Caldwell Tanks Inc
CB&I, Inc.
Century Engineering, Inc
CET Engineering Services
Charter Plastics Inc
CME Management LLC
CNI Guard, Inc.
Conrady Consultants
Control Systems 21
Cowan Associates Inc
Coyne Chemical Env't Svcs
CWM Environmental
D & B Environmental Services
Daman Superior, LLC
DAS Group
David D. Klepadlo & Assoc., Inc
Delta Engineering Sales
Dixon Engineering, Inc.
Dutchland, Inc
DynaTech
E H Wachs
E. J. Breneman, L.P.
EADS Group, The
EAP Industries, Inc.
East Jordan Iron Works
Eastcom Associates, Inc.
EGLS / Learco
Eichelbergers, Inc.
Entech Engineering, Inc.
Envirep/TLC
Environmental Service Labs Inc
ES2, Inc.
Exeter Supply Co
Fairway Laboratories, Inc
Fayette Engineering Co., Inc.
Fehr & Howard Sales
Ferguson Waterworks, Inc
Flo Trend Systems
Flow Media Inc
Ford Meter Box Company, Inc.
Fox, W.D. Tapping and Welding, Inc
Foxcroft Equipment & Service Co, Inc
Gannett Fleming, Inc.
Geiger Pump & Equipment Group
GeoServices, Ltd.
Geosource Engineers
Gibson Thomas Engineering
Gilmore & Associates, Inc.
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Nichols & Slagle Engineering, Inc.
Glace Associates Inc
NIRA Consulting Engineers, Inc.
Gmerek Government Relations, Inc.
Nittany Engineering & Associates, LLC
Godwin Pumps
Greensburg Environmental Contracting Systems, North End Electric Service
PA One Call System, Inc
Inc.
Pa Water Specialties
Griffin Pipe Products Co.
Parker Brothers Well Drilling, Inc.
Groundwater Sciences Corp.
PDIR, Inc.
Gwin, Dobson and Foreman, Inc.
Peerless Pump Company
H2O Resources, Inc.
Pipe Tools, Inc.
Hach Company
Pipe-Eye Sewer Services, Inc
Hanover Engineering Assoc Inc
Pittsburg Tank & Tower Maintenance Co.
Hasco Sales, Inc.
Place, John P. Inc.
Hawke, McKeon & Sniscak LLP
Preload, Inc.
Hazen and Sawyer, PC
Premier Safety & Service, Inc.
HD Supply Waterworks
Premier Tech Aqua
Heath Consultants Incorporated
Pro Tapping, Inc
Herbert, Rowland & Grubic, Inc.
Process/Kana Inc
Hill, William F. & Associates, Inc.
Hunt Engineers, Architects, & Land Surveyors, PC PSC Info Group
Pyrz Water Supply Co., Inc.
Hydro Instruments
Quad3 Group, Inc
I.K. Stoltzfus Service Corp.
RAK Computer Associates
Industrial Pump & Motor Repair, Inc.
RAM Industrial Services
Insight Pipe Contracting, L.P.
Reed Manufacturing Co
Interstate Waste Services of PA, LLC
Reider, M. J. Assoc, Inc.
Itron, Inc
Rhea Engineers & Consultants, Inc
Kappe Associates, Inc
Richard K Stryker
Keller Engineers, Inc.
Rio Supply, Inc. of PA
Kershner Environmental Technologies LLC
Riordan Materials Corporation
Keystone Engineering Group
Robinson Pipe Cleaning Co.
Khloros Products & Services
Rockacy and Associates, Inc
KLH Engineers, Inc.
Romac Industries
KPI Technology
Roome Environmental
KTM Associates
Rummel, Klepper & Kahl LLP
KV & M&H Valve Co
Sal Chemical Co., Inc
L.R. Kimball
Schonstedt Instrument Co.
L/B Water Service Inc
Schreiter Engineering Assoc
Larson Design Group, Inc.
Seewald Labs, Inc.
Layne Christensen Company
Senate Engineering Co
Lee Supply Co, Inc
Severn Trent Services
Liberty Pumps
Shannon Chemical Corp
Linemen's Supply, Inc
Singer Valve, LLC.
Link Computer Corporation
Site Specific Design, Inc.
LRM, Inc.
Skelly and Loy, Inc.
M&T Bank
Snyder Technical Sales
Magyar & Associates
Spotts, Stevens And McCoy
Mahaffey Laboratory
SPX D.B.A. Pearpoint
Main Pool & Chemical Inc.
Squibb-Owen Sales, Inc.
Markey Utility Operations, Inc.
Stiffler, McGraw & Assoc, Inc
Maryland Biochemical, Inc
Subsurface Technologies
Master Meter, Inc.
Suburban Water Technology, Inc.
McDonald, A.Y. Mfg. Co., Inc.
Suburban Water Testing Labs
McElvenny, J.P. Co., Inc..
Susquehanna Fire Equipment Co
McKee Risk Management, Inc.
Swiftreach Networks Inc
MDG Equipment Co., Inc.
Therma-Stor, LLC
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter of State College
Thomas, Long, Niesen & Kennard
Metron Farnier
Trident Insurance
Mid Atlantic Pump And Equipment Company
Trombold Equipment Company
Mid Atlantic Storage Syst, Inc.
Trumbull Industries
Mid-Atlantic Waste Systems
Underground Solutions Inc
Miller & Sons, Inc.
Uni-Tec Consulting Engineers Inc
Miller Environmental
Univar Usa Inc.
Modern Pump & Equipment Inc
Univar Usa, Inc. - Altoona Branch
Moody & Assoc Inc
URS Corporation
Morris Industries
US Municipal Supply, Inc.
Morris Knowles & Associates, Inc.
USA Bluebook
Morrow, Charles & Associates
Utilitronics Corporation
Mountain Research, LLC
Utility Management Technologies
Mr. Rehab, Inc.
Utility Service Co Inc
Mueller Co.
Utility Services Group, Inc
Mueller Systems
Walton Water Services, LLC
N H Yates & Co Inc
Waste Management
Natgun Corporation
Watermark Environmental Systems
National Road Utility Supply, Inc.
Watertite Inc
Navarro & Wright Consulting Engineers
Weil, W.C. Company
Negley's Well Drilling
Xylem, Inc
Neptune Chemical Pump Company
Yanora Enterprises
Neptune Technology Group West & Central, PA
Neptune Techology Group - East

1-800-653-PRWA
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ATTENTION: WATER / WASTEWATER DEPT
When finished reading, please route to:
Operators / Managers
Clerk / Treasurer
Board

Special Poster: Life Forms of the
Activated Sludge Process
Act 13: Impact Fee
Upcoming Deadlines for Your System
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